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Abstract
This dissertation describes an innovative and robust global time approach which has
been developed for the resolution of direct and inverse problems, specifically in the
disciplines of radiation and conduction heat transfer.
Direct problems are generally well-posed and readily lend themselves to standard
and well-defined mathematical solution techniques. Inverse problems differ in the
fact that they tend to be ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard, i.e., small perturbations
in the input data can produce large variations and instabilities in the output. The
stability problem is exacerbated by the use of discrete experimental data which may
be subject to substantial measurement error. This tendency towards ill-posedness
is the main difficulty in developing a suitable prediction algorithm for most inverse
problems. Previous attempts to overcome the inherent instability have involved the
utilization of smoothing techniques such as Tikhonov regularization and sequential
function estimation (Beck’s future information method).
As alternatives to the existing methodologies, two novel mathematical schemes
are proposed. They are the Global Time Method (GTM) and the Function Decom-
position Method (FDM). Both schemes are capable of rendering time and space in a
global fashion thus resolving the temporal and spatial domains simultaneously. This
process effectively treats time elliptically or as a fourth spatial dimension. A Weighted
Residuals Method (WRM) is utilized in the mathematical formulation wherein the
iv
unknown function is approximated in terms of a finite series expansion. Regular-
ization of the solution is achieved by retention of expansion terms as opposed to
smoothing in the classical Tikhonov sense.
In order to demonstrate the merit and flexibility of these approaches, the GTM
and FDM have been applied to representative problems of direct and inverse heat
transfer. Those chosen are a direct problem of radiative transport, a parameter es-
timation problem found in Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and an inverse
heat conduction problem (IHCP). The IHCP is resolved for the cases of diagnostic de-
duction (discrete temperature data at the boundary) and thermal design (prescribed
functional data at the boundary). Both methods are shown to provide excellent re-
sults for the conditions under which they were tested. Finally, a number of suggestions
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Inverse analysis has rapidly become an important tool for the study of a wide as-
sortment of thermal problems. Often, extremely harsh surface environments preclude
the use of surface probes. Such is the case, for example, when material ablation or
excessively high temperatures are involved. It is, however, critical to these physi-
cal applications that accurate surface information be available for analysis. Hence,
embedded sensors that are safely located away from the extreme conditions must
somehow be used to predict the surface temperature and heat flux. This prediction
requires that the collected data from an interior site be mathematically projected
to the surface in a stable and accurate manner. These problems must therefore be
resolved using an inverse methodology.
There are numerous applications within the field of thermal science which expe-
rience the extreme conditions described above. Practical issues such as space vehicle
reentry, material casting and solidification, turbomachinery operation, direct-energy
impingement, and the determination of hypersonic flow characteristics fall into this
category. Furthermore, controlled experiments which expose materials to extremely
high heating rates for short periods of time (i.e., arcjet testing to simulate reentry
1
conditions) are becoming prevalent. Likewise, inverse methods are employed in other
fields of science and technology, for example, image reconstruction and tomography.
Hence, inverse analysis represents an important topic of research.
1.1 Introduction to Inverse Analysis
Problems of mathematical physics can be broadly classified as either direct or in-
verse. Most scientists and engineers are well acquainted with direct problems and the
analytical and numerical methods used to solve them. Such is usually not the case
with the inverse counterpart which often combines experimental data directly into the
mathematics and numerics. These data can be utilized in the projection leading to
the surface temperature and heat flux or for determining thermophysical properties.
Figure 1.1 ∗ illustrates two forms of traditional direct analysis in a simple schematic
form. The first diagram represents the most basic well-posed problem, i.e., a known
system with known and well-specified input that contains no uncertainty. The second
diagram illustrates a somewhat more complicated (and realistic) problem but one
which remains well-posed. This problem is often referred to as state estimation and
requires the resolution of a fully specified system where one or more of the auxiliary
conditions is given in terms of discrete, measured data. While the data contain
measurement uncertainty, numerical stability is retained.
In contrast, three basic types of inverse problem are shown in Fig. 1.2. Part (a)
illustrates what is generally known as parameter estimation. In this case, there is
adequate input available, but the governing system is not fully specified. Part (b)
describes function reconstruction (or function estimation) which requires the predic-
tion of surface conditions based on discrete measurements gathered at an embedded
∗all figures may be found in Appendix I
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location. Finally, part (c) qualitatively shows the thermal design problem wherein it
is desired to predict, say a boundary condition that will assure a predefined outcome.
Inverse problems are mathematically classified as ill-posed [1–6] whereas direct
problems are considered well-posed. Hadamard originally introduced the concept,
stating that a well-posed problem must have a solution which satisfies three criteria [2]:
• The solution must exist;
• The solution must be unique;
• The solution must be stable under small changes to the input data.
One can logically infer that a solution exists for any particular inverse heat transfer
problem by physical reasoning [7]. Any observed effect on a physical system must have
a cause. The issue of uniqueness has only been proven for a few special cases [1, 4].
Still, the main difficulty in resolving inverse heat transfer problems lies in Hadamard’s
third condition, i.e, small perturbations of the input data can produce randomly large
variations in the solution. In order to demonstrate this difficulty, a simple example
is now presented [8].
Baumeister [9] illustrates the ill-posed nature of a function reconstruction problem
by examining the governing second-order ordinary differential equation which can be
used to describe a basic dynamic system. This initial-value problem is given by
d2y
dt2
(t) + y(t) = f(t), t ≥ 0, (1.1a)
subject to the initial conditions




(0) = y˙0. (1.1c)
3
The problem given by Eq. (1.1a–c) is typical of a mass–spring dynamic system where
the function y(t) represents displacement. For the direct problem, one would seek a
solution for y(t) based on the well-specified initial conditions shown in Eq. (1.1b,c) and
known forcing function f(t). One can also propose an inverse analog in which y(t) is
known in some form and it is incumbent to reconstruct the presumed unknown forcing
function f(t). The ill-posed nature of such a reconstruction problem can readily be
demonstrated. As example, consider the case where y(t) is given as e−t. Here, by
necessity, the forcing function f(t) is 2e−t and the initial conditions y(0) = y0 = 1
and dy
dt
(0) = y˙0 = −1. Now, assume that y(t) is given in terms of the perturbed input
function yˆ(t) = y(t)+a sin(ωt), where a represents the amplitude of the perturbation
and ω can be viewed as the frequency of change. Substitution of yˆ(t) into Eq. (1.1a)
produces the perturbed forcing function fˆ(t) = f(t) + a(1− ω2) sin(ωt). Even if the
amplitude ′′a′′ is presumed small, it is evident that fˆ(t) changes considerably as the
frequency of variation ω increases. Hence, even a small perturbation in the input
can cause a significantly large change in the reconstruction. It is interesting to note,
however, that if one could measure y¨(t), which would realistically contain random
error with the assumption that bias, if it exists, has been removed, then f(t) could
be readily reconstructed. This observation leads to a subtle issue on the choice of
sensor in the data collection process. In other words, the problem itself can provide
a valuable clue with regard to the optimal choice of data space.
Returning specifically to inverse heat transfer, the mathematically ill-posed nature
of such problems can be traced back to their physics [10]. When considering a direct
problem, it is apparent that fluctuations in surface temperature and heat flux become
diminished or damped as the surface is penetrated. Furthermore, the higher frequency
components of the boundary conditions experience this damping effect at a higher
rate than do the lower frequency components. Unfortunately, the opposite holds true
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for inverse problems. Higher frequency fluctuations in internal measurements become
amplified as they are projected to the surface which is analogous to the example given
above. Because of this tendency, predictions for the unknown surface conditions can
become meaningless due to excessive noise magnification.
1.2 Inverse Problems of Heat Transfer
Interest in inverse heat transfer problems as well as advancements in solution tech-
niques began to grow in the 1950’s with the advent of the aerospace industry and
space exploration programs [6]. Development of faster and more powerful digital
computers aided these studies [10]. The measurement of surface temperatures of the
thermal shields on space vehicles during atmospheric reentry was (and still is) a prob-
lem which garnered particular attention. In this case, the aerodynamic heating is so
intense that it would be impossible to place sensors at the heat shield surface. These
sensors would most likely be unable to withstand the thermal conditions created by
atmospheric friction or maintain reliability. Thus, measurement devices must be in-
stalled at a safe location beneath the surface and the gathered data used to project
or estimate outer conditions. Inverse analysis is required to accomplish this task.
Many other practical examples of the need for inverse analysis in heat transfer
processes exist. One of the most basic types of inverse problem is parameter estima-
tion. Here, one or more system parameters must be determined from known input in
order to fully specify the governing equations. As related to thermal problems, these
unknown parameters are usually system coefficients such as thermal conductivity,
specific heat and/or thermal diffusivity but may also include the location of internal
heat sources, if they are present [5, 6, 10]. Generally speaking, parameter estimation
problems are considered to be only mildly ill-posed. Their resolution can become
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more complicated, however, when numerous parameters must be recovered or when
model complexity results in instability.
Another area of great interest for many thermal science disciplines is the inverse
heat conduction problem (IHCP). In this class of problem, the surface heat flux of an
opaque solid is estimated based on known conditions (e.g., an insulated back wall and
measured transient temperature history) at a specified location. A second example
can be given by the measurement of temperature at two embedded locations. Because
the region between the two probes is properly specified at its boundaries, resolution of
the temperature profile within this region would be considered a direct problem. The
solution of the direct problem leads to knowledge of heat fluxes at the probe locations.
Hence, overspecific conditions are developed which can then be used to project tem-
perature and heat flux information outside the region contained by the probes. Heat
shield temperature estimation under opaque conditions during atmospheric reentry,
mentioned above, falls into the IHCP category. Inverse heat conduction problems are
ill-posed and, depending upon the complexity of the particular system, can require
considerable computational effort to resolve.
Besides determining the conditions on the outer surfaces of space vehicles during
reentry, inverse analysis can be applied to numerous areas of contemporary study
in thermal science and engineering. Such applications include but are not limited
to monitoring the surface conditions of rocket or jet engines, tracking the motion of
a projectile over a gun barrel surface, melting and ablation, material heat treating
and quenching processes, solidification and casting processes, indirect calorimetry for
laboratory use, and optimal systems design [4–6,10]. Recently, topics such as health
management and thermal protection systems for platforms which experience extreme




Inverse problems are usually solved through the minimization of an objective function
with the incorporation of some stabilizing or regularizing technique [1, 3, 4, 6, 10, 11].
Under these circumstances, the objective function that provides minimum variance
estimates is the ordinary least-squares norm. Methods which utilize this philosophy
require the solution of the corresponding direct problem based on previous estimates
for the unknown quantities or boundary conditions. They are by necessity iterative
in nature and require educated initial guesses to begin the process.
Much of the work done in this area is based on the future information technique
of Beck et al. [4]. While multiple variations exist, this method is basically a time-
marching scheme which, for the case of the inverse heat conduction problem, begins
with an assumed estimate of surface heat flux at each step. The solution obtained
from this estimate is then marched through a chosen number of future time steps.
The calculated temperature field that results from this process is compared with
known temperature data and, using a minimizing algorithm, the corrected surface
heat flux value is generated. The process is repeated until satisfactory convergence
is achieved. Regularization is based on the number of future time steps chosen. In
effect, smoothing (i.e., reduction of high frequency content) is achieved by increasing
the number of future time steps.
Also utilized for resolving inverse problems in heat transfer is the Tikhonov reg-
ularization method [12–15]. This procedure modifies the standard least-squares ap-
proach by adding smoothing factors which influence the stability of the solution as
the minimization is performed. The sum of the smoothing parameters is multiplied
by a regularization parameter that is greater than zero. As this regularization pa-
rameter approaches zero, the solution may oscillate and become unstable; however,
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if it is chosen to be too large, the solution will become damped and deviate from
the exact solution [6]. It is therefore necessary to employ a means of balancing the
trade-off between stability and solution accuracy. One means of choosing an optimal
regularization parameter is Morozov’s Discrepancy Principle [11,16] which estimates
the regularization parameter by comparing the residual (or discrepancy) and the as-
sumed bound for the noise level. Another regularization parameter selection scheme
is based on the L-Curve Method [11,17,18]. Here, a log-log plot between the squared
norm of the solution and the squared norm of the residual is generated over a range of
regularization parameter values. The resulting plot usually resembles the letter “L”
(although it is not guaranteed [11]), and the optimal value is assumed to correspond
to the corner.
Other existing methods include the Levenberg-Marquardt Method [5, 19–22] and
the Conjugate Gradient Method with the Adjoint Problem [1, 7, 23, 24]. The former
is used primarily for solving linear and nonlinear parameter estimation problems.
The latter is employed for problems of function estimation when there is no a priori
information available for the functional form of the unknown quantity [6]. Both are
iterative techniques which can require significant computational effort for complex
problems.
1.4 Motivation, Scope and Document Organiza-
tion
A general drawback to the existing methods used to resolve inverse heat transfer
problems is that greater stability in the solution comes at the expense of resolving
power [6]. In order to address overall stability and other practical issues, two inno-
vative mathematical schemes which are capable of treating both time and space in a
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global fashion are proposed for the resolution of problems in direct and inverse heat
conduction and radiation. These schemes are known as the Global Time Method
(GTM) and the Function Decomposition Method (FDM). These unique approaches
represent new thinking in an important area of heat transfer research and add signif-
icantly to the body of knowledge in the subject. For example, in contrast to Beck’s
method, these techniques add higher frequencies back into the prediction as additional
expansion terms are retained.
This dissertation is organized in the following manner. First, a brief review of the
pertinent literature in the areas discussed is presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives
an overview of the basic proposed analytic/numeric methodologies. These techniques
are illustrated more fully in the three chapters that follow. Chapter 4 demonstrates
the application of the Global Time Method on a direct nonlinear problem of radiative
heat transport. Chapter 5 describes a parameter estimation problem in calorimetry
that is resolved using the Function Decomposition Method. Chapter 6 describes an
inverse heat conduction problem that is resolved utilizing both the GTM and FDM.




In historical terms, the use of inverse analysis to solve problems in mathematics and
mathematical physics is relatively new. It began in earnest in the late-middle part of
the twentieth century. The concept of inverse analysis, however, is quite old. Groetsch
[25] has cleverly pointed out that over two thousand years ago Plato [26] posed a
philosophical inverse problem with his allegory of the cave. In this instance, Plato
was contemplating the implications of reconstructing ’reality’ based on interpretations
of shadows cast on the wall. This allegory provides a good analogy to the difficulties
faced when attempting to resolve inverse problems. As with shadows cast on a wall,
it is easier to determine effect when given cause than vice versa. Moreover, few
inverse problems of physical significance can be solved analytically and instead require
advanced numerical techniques; hence, many applications had to remain speculative
until computational science caught up with theoretical mathematics. This chapter
provides a brief review of early work as well as a more extensive compendium of
existing and current inverse applications and methodologies. It concludes with a
statement of motivation for the work presented in this dissertation.
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2.1 Historical Perspective
As noted earlier, Hadamard [2] is credited as being the first to give a concise defini-
tion for well-posedness and so no discussion of inverse analysis can begin without his
mention. The aspect of Hadamard’s conditions which most exacerbates the ill-posed
nature of inverse problems is their sensitivity to small changes in the input data.
Because it was thought at the time that any violation of the conditions for well-
posedness would render a problem unsolvable or its resolution meaningless, only min-
imal research was attempted in areas where inverse analysis would be necessary [1,6].
This situation changed when the high-temperature, harsh environment applications of
space exploration and hypersonic aircraft operation became priorities [4, 6]. Interest
was further spurred by advancements in digital computing [10].
While interest was piqued, the problem of obtaining stable and meaningful pre-
dictions remained. One of the earliest works that discusses inverse heat conduction
is given by Giedt [27] whose 1955 paper investigated heat transfer processes in the
inner chamber of a gun barrel. At approximately the same time (1957), a paper by
Shumakov [28] concerning the inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP) was trans-
lated from the original Russian text. Another important early publication (1960)
is attributed to Stolz [29] who developed a procedure for the calculation of heat
transfer rates of simply shaped bodies during quenching by using internal tempera-
ture measurements. His method involved the inversion of a convolution integral, i.e.,
the numerical solution of a first kind Volterra integral equation. Unfortunately, the
time-marching algorithm required relatively large time steps to retain stability. A
modification of the Stolz method was later offered by Beck [30] wherein he was able
to maintain stability using time increments that were as small as one sixth the size
of those used by Stolz. Through the progression of his work [30–32], Beck was able
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to develop an algorithm [33] which became the one of the standard computational
schemes of its time [4].
Likewise during the 1950’s and 1960’s (perhaps earlier), Soviet mathematicians
and physicists were conducting similar research regarding the stability issues of in-
verse thermal analysis. Tikhonov [15] published on the subject as early as 1943.
More importantly, in 1963 he introduced a new procedure known as Tikhonov reg-
ularization [3, 12–14, 34]. His method was able to reduce sensitivity to input error
by adding smoothing terms, modified by a regularization parameter, to the least-
squares minimization equation. This smoothing effect required a judicious choice
of regularization parameter since too much smoothing could lead to a loss of the
physics of the problem. As a result, iterative schemes, such as Alifanov’s iterative
regularization technique [1, 24] were developed in order to produce more accurate
resolutions. These algorithms generate a sequential improvement of the prediction
until an appropriate stopping criterion is reached. Other methods of determining
the optimal regularization parameter are available including Morozov’s Discrepancy
Principle (MDP) [11, 16] and the L-curve Method [11, 17, 18].
2.2 Developed Methodologies and Recent Work
By the early 1980’s, the body of research in thermal inverse analysis had grown con-
siderably and a number of potential solution techniques had been introduced. In his
1979 paper, Beck [35] gave a series of sixteen criteria for choosing the best solution
method for the IHCP. He applied these criteria to his own method as example but
also briefly considered older work including that of Stolz [29] and Tikhonov [12]. He
concluded that time steps must increase in size for accuracy and stability to be main-
tained as input error becomes larger. Many other monographs which either compare
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or discuss multiple algorithms are also available. Elden [36] investigated the IHCP
in a half-space domain (t ≥ 0, x ≥ 0) and considered the application of truncated
singular-value decomposition (TSVD), Tikhonov regularization, Fourier transform
analysis, space-marching schemes and Beck’s method, to name a few. Lamm [37]
reviewed regularization schemes, both classical and newer, and suggested that local
regularization methods may be preferable to generic Tikhanov based schemes because
of their reduced computational effort and cost. Mera et al. [38] also compared reg-
ularization methods for the resolution of an anisotropic heat conduction problem.
Using a Boundary Element Method (BEM) to discretize the Cauchy problem, they
investigated TSVD, Tikhonov regularization, the Conjugate Gradient Method and
an alternating iterative algorithm as means of regularization. They concluded that
while all four methods produce stable results, the alternating iterative algorithm is
the most accurate.
There are also many books available that cover the subject of inverse and ill-posed
problems [1,3–6,9–11,16,25,39–41], and it is beyond the scope of this dissertation to
do more than give them mention. At this point, however, it is useful to examine a
few of the existing techniques and corresponding representative work.
2.2.1 Sequential Function Specification (Beck’s Method)
The development of Beck’s sequential function specification method has been briefly
detailed above. A complete explanation of this method as it relates to the IHCP can
be found in Beck et al. [4]. It is important to note that the solution is regularized by
the number of future time steps incorporated into the algorithm. Beck’s algorithm has
been widely used as a starting point for inverse heat transfer investigations. Osman
and Beck [42,43] used the technique to predict the time history of transient heat trans-
fer coefficients during quenching with mixed results. They reported that predictions
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of early transient results are substantially higher than those given by empirical cor-
relations for free convection, but later transient results are in good agreement. Beck
et al. [44] employed experimental data for the comparison of function specification
with classical Tikhonov regularization and iterative regularization. They found that
both function specification and iterative regularization produce good results without
undue computational effort and concluded that function specification is conceptually
simpler. Other published accounts include Osman et al. [45] wherein the method is
extended to a general two-dimensional IHCP and Blanc et al. [46] which includes a
time-variable number of future temperatures in the solution scheme. More recently,
Lin et al. [47] proposed a modified form of the algorithm which they claim reduces the
leading error caused by addition of future time information in the preliminary estima-
tion process. Behbahani-nia and Kowsary [48] introduced a scheme based on a dual
reciprocity BEM which is used in conjunction with sequential function specification.
They reported good results for the two-dimensional IHCP in the presence of noisy
data as long as thermocouples are placed close to the active surface. Additionally, a
hybrid scheme which combines the use of future temperature information with past
flux history has been offered by Ling et al. [49].
2.2.2 Tikhonov Regularization
The explanation and application of classical Tikhonov regularization as a means of
stabilizing inverse problems can be found in many sources [1, 3, 4, 10–12,25, 40]. It is
therefore the purpose of this part of the literature review to inspect the algorithms
developed to determine the optimal value for the Tikhonov regularization parame-
ter. One of the best known is Morozov’s Discrepancy Principle (MDP) [11,16]. This
method has been used with general success for linear ill-posed problems. For instance,
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Nair [50] demonstrated that for an ill-posed linear operator equation, Tikhonov reg-
ularization generates an order-optimal algorithm when MDP is utilized. Likewise,
Muniz et al. [51] were able to obtain positive results using MDP in the resolution of
an IHCP. It should be noted, however, that MPD is less useful for nonlinear ill-posed
problems as shown by Scherzer et al. [52]. Consequently, Scherzer and his colleagues
proposed a modification to Morozov’s technique which allows for optimal convergence
and parameter choice given a nonlinear equation operator [52, 53]. Other modifica-
tions have been proposed by Qi-nian [54] and more recently by Lu et al. [55] who
have developed a choice rule which operates only with the elements of the minimizing
sequence.
An alternative to MDP is the L-curve method [11, 17, 18]. Initially advocated by
Hansen [17, 18], this method relies upon the log-log plot of the squared norm of the
approximate solution versus the squared norm of the residual for a range of regular-
ization parameters. The optimal parameter choice is assumed to correspond with the
corner of the L-shaped figure that is generated. Successful utilization of the L-curve
method has been reported by Reginska [56], Lesnic et al. [57] and Mera [58], among
others. Algorithms based on the L-curve have also been used with regularization
techniques other than Tikhonov. For instance, Rodriquez and Theis [59] coupled the
method with TSVD and introduced a geometrical approach for finding the corner.
Likewise, Belge et al. [60] have extended the concept to find more than one regular-
ization parameter for multiple-dimensional problems. The L-curve method does have
potential drawbacks, as illustrated by Vogel [61] and Hanke [62]. The basic limita-
tion arises from the difficulty in accurately determining the corner point. Vogel [61]
demonstrated the the L-curve approach generated regularized solutions that failed
to converge for certain types of problem. Hanke [62] postulated a similar failure in
convergence when the exact solution of the problem is smooth.
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A number of other techniques have been proposed for determining an optimal
regularization parameter. Among these are the Maximum Likelihood Method (ML)
[11] and the Generalized Cross-Validation Method (GVC) of Grace Wahba [40, 63].
2.2.3 Conjugate Gradient Method
The Conjugate Gradient Method with the Adjoint Problem (CGM) has also been in
general usage for resolving inverse problems in heat transfer. For instance, Jarny et
al. [64] utilized the CGM to investigate a multi-dimensional IHCP. Quite recently,
Reinhardt and Frohne [65] also reported success in solving a multi-dimensional IHCP
with the CGM and Tikhonov regularization. Similar methodology was introduced
by Hong and Baek [66] for the consideration of two-phase laminar flow in a parallel
plate channel. Hao [67] has proposed use of the CGM with an optimal-order stopping
criteria for inverse problems in heat conduction, while Huang et al. [68] employed
the CGM in their investigations of contact conductance during casting processes. A
Fourier analysis of the implementation of the CGM for IHCPs was conducted by
Prud’homme and Nguyen [69]. They determined that the convergence speed of the
algorithm slows as frequency increases. As a final example, a novel approach was
put forward by Narayanan and Zabaras [70] where they incorporated a CGM scheme
with uncertainty techniques.
2.2.4 Space Marching
Finite difference, space-marching schemes have been offered by some researchers as a
means of solving inverse heat transfer problems. An early investigation is described
by Carasso [71]. In this work, he demonstrated a method based on Tikhonov reg-
ularization which utilized space marching to solve a one-dimensional IHCP in the
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half space. In a later paper, Carasso [72] detailed eighteen different finite difference,
space-marching algorithms which could be employed on nonlinear IHCPs whose solu-
tions have negligible high frequency content. An extension of this work can be found
in [73]. Space marching combined with data mollification has been studied exten-
sively by Murio and his colleagues [74–77]. The mollification method introduced by
Murio [39, 78, 79] employs a Gaussian functional which strongly damps out the high
frequency components of the surface heat flux in Fourier space. The concept of data
filtering is one with great merit and is discussed again in the future work section at
the end of this dissertation.
2.2.5 The Levenberg-Marquardt Method
The Levenberg-Marquardt Method (LMM) [5, 19–22] has been used extensively to
resolve problems of parameter estimation. For instance, Sawaf et al. [80] used the
LMM to determine temperature dependent thermal properties of an orthotropic solid.
Vozar and Sramkova [81] compared the LMM with a basic least-squares technique
to estimate thermal diffusivity from step-heating measurements. They found that
the LMM generated comparable results but could require an excessive number of
iterations under certain circumstances. Dantas et al. [82] were able to extract most
of the desired parameters for a heat and mass transfer problem in a capillary porous
medium using the LMM. However, they were unsuccessful in obtaining parameters
whose sensitivity coefficients were of small magnitude. Other applications can be
found in Ou and Wu [83], Murphy et al. [84] and Feng et al. [85].
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2.2.6 Other Thermal Inverse Applications
The papers discussed above relate mostly to the IHCP or parameter estimation.
However, these problems are not the only ones of interest to thermal scientists and
engineers. One example is the inverse problem in radiative transport. Important
foundational work in this concentration has been performed by Siewert [86–88]. In
his two monographs [87,88], he demonstrated the use of a spherical-harmonics method
to estimate the source term in a plane-parallel medium with anisotropic scattering
given specified angular distributions of radiation emitted from the two surfaces. At
about the same time, Li and Ozisik [89] solved a similar problem using the Con-
jugate Gradient Method with the Adjoint problem. Likewise, Subramaniam and
Menguc [90] predicted the profile of the single scattering albedo in an inhomoge-
neous, anisotropic medium using a Monte Carlo technique. They also considered a
homogeneous, anisotropically scattering slab wherein the single scattering albedo and
asymmetry factor were recovered. Recent investigations of inverse radiation problems
can be found in Park and Lee [91] and Kim and Baek [92].
Another field of study which is of significant importance to the casting and treat-
ment of metals is the use of inverse analysis for solidification processes. Here, it is
important to control the solidification velocity as well as the temperature gradient on
the liquid side of the solidification front to obtain the desired casting morphology [93].
Much of the published literature with respect to inverse solidification analysis is at-
tributable to Zabaras and his colleagues [94–100]. In an early study, Zabaras et al. [94]
utilized an integral method in conjunction with the sensitivity analysis proposed by
Beck et al. [4] to resolve an inverse solidification problem for which the exact analytical
solution was known, achieving good agreement. Other investigations have employed
Beck’s sequential function specification in a finite element algorithm [95–97] and ad-
joint methods [100]. Nevertheless, it has been noted by Hale et al. [101] that none of
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these studies address the issue of independent control of both the solidification front
velocity and liquid-side interfacial temperature gradient. They offered an algorithm
based on the elliptic treatment of time as outlined by Frankel and Keyhani [102]
which generated excellent performance.
2.3 Proposed Methodology
All inverse problems require some form of regularization to promote and maintain
stability in the prediction. For the existing methods, this regularization is primarily
accomplished by the incorporation of a smoothing function which, in effect, succes-
sively removes high frequency content from the solution until acceptable stability
and accuracy are achieved. However, diffusion is known to be a low frequency phe-
nomenon [10], i.e., the high frequency content of an applied surface heat flux is rapidly
damped out as it penetrates the interior of a material. It therefore makes sense to
instead formulate a scheme which starts with the fundamental frequencies and suc-
cessively adds higher frequency content to the solution.
The proposed Global Time Method and Function Decomposition Method accom-
plish this alternative concept by representing the unknown function as an approximate
series expansion in a global sense for both space and time coordinates. Regularization
is achieved by retaining terms in the finite expansion which corresponds to adding
higher frequency content back to the solution. As such, these techniques fill a void in
the present research and offer insight into future advancements in problem resolution
and data gathering platforms.
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Chapter 3
Generalized Overview of Proposed
Methodologies
Two novel and robust techniques are proposed as means of resolving direct and inverse
problems, particularly those of radiative and conductive heat transfer. The Global
Time Method (GTM) and the Function Decomposition Method (FDM) both make use
of Weighted Residuals Methods and are thus able to treat time elliptically and produce
solutions in a non-marching fashion. As a means of introducing both algorithms, a
general overview of the Weighted Residuals Method (WRM) is presented followed by
a qualitative discussion of the GTM and FDM.
3.1 Weighted Residuals Method
In order to achieve problem resolution, GTM and FDM incorporate the Weighted
Residuals Method [103, 104] to develop an approximate solution for the unknown
function. With this technique, the unknown function is represented as a finite series
expansion in terms of known, well-defined and linearly independent basis functions
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which have corresponding unknown expansion coefficients. The functional representa-
tion can be modified by the inclusion of auxiliary conditions into the expansion, thus
providing exactness at the boundaries when boundary conditions are linear. Substi-
tution of the approximate series expansion, i.e., truncated form of the infinite series,
into the governing equation for the physical problem produces a residual function.
Subsequently, the unknown expansion coefficients can be determined by minimizing
the residual function in some manner. Possible minimization techniques, often called
projection methods [105], include orthogonal collocation, Bubnov-Galerkin and con-
tinuous least squares. The result is a closed system of linear or nonlinear equations
for the unknown expansion coefficients. Resolution of this system allows for the final
reconstruction of the desired unknown variable.
At this point, it is useful to examine the process in general terms. Following the
presentation of Frankel [8], consider the simple second-order, linear ordinary differ-
ential equation in operator form
L[θ(x)] = − f(x), x ∈ [0, 1], (3.1a)
subject to the general boundary conditions
B0[θ(x0)] = g0, x0 ∈ [0, 1], (3.1b)
B1[θ(x1)] = g1, x1 ∈ [0, 1]. (3.1c)
Here, L is a second-order, linear differential operator acting on the unknown function
θ(x), f(x) is the prescribed forcing function, and B0 and B1 are general linear op-
erators acting on θ(x) at the presumed boundaries x0 and x1 to give the prescribed
boundary conditions g0 and g1, respectively. Application of the Weighted Residuals
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Method begins with the expression of the unknown function θ(x) in Eq. (3.1a) in




amϕm(x), x ∈ (0, 1), (3.2)
where {ϕm(x)}∞m=0 is a set of linearly independent global basis functions which have
a corresponding set of unknown expansion coefficients given by {am}∞m=0. In practice,
it is not possible to retain an infinite number of expansion terms, thus it is necessary
to truncate the series at say N + 2 terms which leads to the approximation
θ(x) ≈ ΘN+1(x) =
N+1∑
m=0
aN+1m ϕm(x), x ∈ (0, 1), (3.3)
where am ≈ aN+1m for each m when N + 1 is sufficiently large. The finite series
expansion given by Eq. (3.3) can be made to explicitly satisfy the known boundary
conditions which leads to the new form
θ(x) ≈ θN (x) = Ψˆ(x) +
N∑
m=1
cNmΨm(x), x ∈ [0, 1]. (3.4)
The new approximation, renamed θN (x), retains N unknown expansion coefficients
(two coefficients having been determined by the inclusion of the boundary conditions)
which are now represented by the set {cm}Nm=1. Likewise, because θN (x) is now exact
at the boundaries, it is defined by a new set of trial functions, {Ψm(x)}Nm=1, which
is somewhat different from the initial proposed basis set, {ϕm(x)}N+1m=0. Furthermore,
it should be noted that Ψˆ(x) satisfies the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, i.e.,
B0[Ψˆ(x0)] = g0 and B1[Ψˆ(x1)] = g1 while the set {Ψm(x)}Nm=1 satisfies the associate
set of homogeneous boundary conditions, i.e., B0[Ψk(x0)] = 0 and B1[Ψk(x1)] = 0 for
k = 1, 2, . . . , N .
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The general approximation presented in Eq. (3.4) must now be introduced back
into the governing equation. Substitution leads to
RN (θN (x)) + L[θN (x)] = − f(x), x ∈ [0, 1], (3.5)
where RN (θN (x)) is the residual function which must be present due to the approxi-
mate nature of θN(x). In order to obtain the best possible resolution of the unknown
function, this residual function must be minimized in some sense which will return an
optimal set of expansion coefficients. There are a number of ways to accomplish the
minimization, a few of which will be briefly discussed below. For the sake of clarity, it
is necessary to introduce some basic concepts of functional analysis. First, the inner




w(x) f1(x) f2(x) dx, w(x) ≥ 0, (3.6a)
where w(x) is a real, positive integrable weight function and Ω represents a finite




w(x) f 21 (x) dx, w(x) ≥ 0. (3.6b)
As noted above, the overall goal is to determine the unknown expansion coefficients
such that some measure of the residual function RN (θN(x)) is required to be small.
This goal can be achieved by enforcing the orthogonality condition
〈RN (θN(x)), ψk(x)〉w(x) = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , N, (3.7)
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where ψk(x) represents the test function by which a particular weighted-residuals
technique is defined. In words, Eq. (3.7) requires that the residual function RN(θN (x))
and the test function ψk(x) be orthogonal with respect to the weight function w(x)
on the given interval. Substitution of Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.7) yields
〈L[θN (x)], ψk(x)〉w(x) = − 〈f(x), ψk(x)〉w(x) , k = 1, 2, . . . , N. (3.8)
Equation (3.8) can be adapted for use in any number of weighted-residuals techniques
depending on the choice of test and weight functions. The three most popular ap-
proaches – orthogonal collocation, Bubnov-Galerkin and continuous least squares –
will now be introduced.
3.1.1 Orthogonal Collocation
The first approach to be discussed is that of orthogonal collocation. This systematic
procedure is sometimes referred to as a pseudospectral method; however, the term
pseudospectral is only applied if collocation is used in conjunction with a global basis
set [107]. As its name implies, the collocation method relies upon a pre-defined set
of locations within the domain of the independent variable (or variables for multi-
dimensional problems). It is required that the residual function be identically zero
at the collocation points. Given Eq. (3.4), it can be seen that N unknown expansion
coefficients will be needed to resolve θN (x) and therefore a set of N collocation points,
denoted as {xj}Nj=1, will also be needed for the determination of these coefficients. It
is important to give careful consideration to the choice of {xj}Nj=1 since this choice can
affect the conditioning of the system of algebraic equations as well as the convergence
of the solution. Often, the basis set upon which the trial functions are derived will
provide a good indication of how collocation points should be chosen. Using the Dirac
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delta function as the test function, i.e., φk(x) = δ(x− xj), j = 1, 2, . . . , N and setting
the weight function equal to unity, i.e., w(x) = 1, the orthogonality condition found
in Eq. (3.7) produces
〈RN(θN (x)), δ(x− xk)〉1 = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , N. (3.9)




∞, if x = 0;
0, if x 	= 0.
(3.10)
Hence, δ(x) is a shorthand notation and not a function in the strictest sense [108]. It
takes on meaning, however, from the important defining characteristic
∫ ∞
x=−∞
f(x)δ(x)dx = f(0), (3.11)
where f(x) is an appropriate test function. It can thus be seen that a beneficial sifting
property is associated with the Dirac delta function when the singularity is located
at an arbitrary point x and not at zero [108]
∫ ∞
x=−∞
f(x′)δ(x′ − x)dx′ = f(x). (3.12)
Using the definition of the inner product from Eq. (3.6a) and noting Eq. (3.12), the
minimization statement for orthogonal collocation can be given by
RN (θN(xk)) = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , N. (3.13)
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Equation (3.13) produces a closed system of N algebraic equations which are used to
calculate the N unknown expansion coefficients.
3.1.2 Bubnov–Galerkin
Conventional development of the Bubnov–Galerkin method is similar to that of or-
thogonal collocation with the exception that the expansion trial function is used as
the test function instead of δ(x). The weight function is still assumed to be unity.
Here, the residual function is forced to be zero by making it orthogonal to every
member of a complete set [8]. A basis set is considered complete for a particular class
of functions if all functions within the class can be expressed as a sum of a sufficiently
large number of basis functions [107]. Given these conditions, the Galerkin method
will yield RN(θN ) → 0 as N →∞ [103].
Substituting ψk(x) = Ψk(x), k = 1, 2, . . . , N and w(x) = 1 into Eq. (3.7), orthog-
onality requires
〈RN(θN (x)),Ψk(x)〉1 = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , N, (3.14)
or
〈L[RN (θN(x))],Ψk(x)〉1 = − 〈f(x),Ψk(x)〉1 , k = 1, 2, . . . , N. (3.15)
Galerkin techniques have proven to be quite effective for the computational resolution
of integral equations [106].
3.1.3 Least Squares
Finally, the least-squares approach is introduced. In this case, the L2–norm of the real-
valued residual function is directly minimized. Recalling the definition in Eq. (3.6b),
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the L2–norm is given by




In order to determine the N unknown expansion coefficients, it is necessary to mini-









RN (θN (x))dx = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , N. (3.17)




, k = 1, 2, . . . , N, (3.18a)
and





RN(θN (x))dx = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , N, (3.19a)

















k = 1, 2, . . . , N. (3.19b)
The closed system of equations given by Eq. (3.19b) can be solved for the set of
expansion coefficients {cNk }Nk=1.
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3.2 Global Time Method
The generalized example given in the previous section is based on a simple boundary-
value problem and only the spatial domain is considered. Indeed, Weighted Residuals
Methods are most often associated with boundary-value problems [103,104] and Fred-
holm integral equations [105]. Classical analysis has generally focused on the use of
time-marching schemes for initial-value problems and for physical systems that are
governed by parabolic partial differential equations. The Global Time Method is
unique in that both space and time are represented by spectral basis sets. Thus,
the spatial and temporal domains are resolved simultaneously and, in effect, time is
treated elliptically or as a fourth spatial dimension. Hence it makes mathematical
and computational sense.
Because the GTM is a spectral method, appropriate basis sets must be chosen
for each independent variable. Each dimension can be constructed using different
basis sets. For the purposes of this investigation, Chebyshev polynomials of the first
kind are used [106, 107, 109, 110]. This particular basis set has many advantageous
characteristics [107]. Notably, it has been shown that series expansions employing
Chebyshev polynomials converge faster than those using any other set of Gegenbauer
polynomials [111]. Likewise, they promote considerably faster convergence than stan-






, m = 0, 1, . . . , (3.20)
where it is apparent that z is restricted to the domain [−1, 1]. As such, it is usually
necessary to perform a coordinate transformation.
Once the problem is recast, the expansion for the unknown variable is constructed
with any linear boundary or initial conditions incorporated to retain exactness in
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the solution representation. The approximate expression, consisting of known basis
functions with unknown expansion coefficients, is then substituted into the governing
equation for the physical problem to produce a residual function which must be
minimized in some sense. Minimization is most often achieved through orthogonal
collocation or least squares.
The Global Time Method has proven itself capable of producing accurate and
stable results for inverse problems using the original mathematical formulation. The
approximation process is advantageous in that it promotes stability without the need
for specification of an external Tikhonov regularization parameter. This technique
also profits from a reduction of matrix size needed for the resolution of the unknown
function.
3.3 Function Decomposition Method
The Function Decomposition Method (FDM) is, like the GTM, a global method;
however, instead of using the original mathematical formulation, the FDM recasts
the inverse problem into a series of direct problems. This approach is predicated by
the assumption of a functional representation for either the unknown surface tem-
perature or heat flux and, if necessary, is followed by the application of Bellman’s
quasilinearization technique. The dependent variable is then decomposed into a finite
sum of functions defined in terms of a baseline function and a finite set of sensitivity
functions. The decomposition results in a series of concurrent, well-posed partial dif-
ferential equations which can be resolved by the Weighted Residuals Method using
a spectral basis set for both space and time. The choice of a Chebyshev polynomial
of the first kind basis set again necessitates a coordinate transformation as previ-
ously noted. Once the sensitivity and baseline functions have been determined, the
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sensitivity coefficients required for reconstruction of the assumed boundary condition
and the original dependent variable can be obtained by an additional application of
the Weighted Residuals Method. In this case, a least-squares method is used at the
surface where boundary data are available. Knowledge of the sensitivity coefficients
completes the problem resolution.
As with the Global Time Method, the Function Decomposition Method yields
accurate and stable results without the need for an external Tikhonov regularization
parameter. Another beneficial aspect of this method is its unique design as a uni-
fied numerical treatment for the solution of both inverse and direct problems. The
formulation is only somewhat changed depending on the nature of the data available
or applied at the boundary, i.e., discrete input data requires the use of a discrete
least-squares method to determine sensitivity coefficients while an applied continuous
function at the boundary needs the use of a continuous least-squares method. Finally,
the FDM exhibits some favorable computational advantages [113].
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Chapter 4
Direct Heat Transfer Problem -
Radiative Transport in an
Absorbing Medium
As previously stated, standard direct heat transfer problems benefit from having fully
specified governing systems and auxiliary conditions and, as such, are considered to
be well-posed based on the criteria given by Hadamard [2]. However, the well-posed
nature of these problems does not guarantee numerical stability for any given solu-
tion technique. The presence of characteristics such as stiffness or singularities in the
governing system can produce unreliable results if care is not taken in the implemen-
tation of the chosen solution method. For example, explicit finite difference methods,
while simple to implement, suffer greater numerical instability than do implicit tech-
niques [22]. As a result, explicit routines may require prohibitively small time steps.
Hence, the necessary precautions can lead to an undue amount of computational ef-
fort and complexity. When stiffness is involved, even implicit algorithms require strict
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stability considerations [114]. It would thus be advantageous to employ a method-
ology which can retain stability without the need for substantial modification when
ill-conditioning effects occur. The formalism offered in this chapter illustrates the
effectiveness with which a globalized space-time routine can be applied to potentially
unstable and stiff direct problems.
4.1 Introduction
The accurate numerical treatment of the type of nonlinear, weakly singular partial
integro-differential equations which appears in transient radiative (and conductive)
heat transfer problems has often posed a formidable challenge to researchers. Al-
gebraic and exponential nonlinearities, and singular kernels arise in applications in-
volving transient, one-dimensional [115–121] and multi-dimensional [122–124] heat
transfer in participating media. Physical applications involving combustion [125],
thermal ignition [126], radiating gas jets [127], heat transfer in ceramic diesel lin-
ers [128], and insulating materials [129] contain such mathematical characteristics.
Typically, it is necessary to rely upon numerical techniques to recover the unknown
dependent variables of interest. In most previous studies, finite difference or finite
element methods have been applied.
Kumar and Sloan [130] developed a formulation for one-dimensional Hammer-
stein integral equations that permits efficient computation by a collocation method.
Several other works have followed which discuss this concept [131–133]. Frankel and
Choudhury [134] indicated the merit of introducing ’cumulative’ variables when inves-
tigating the logistic equation with heredity. Frankel [117–119] integrated the concepts
of ’cumulative’ variables and the method of Kumar and Sloan [130] to develop en-
couraging numerical results in transient cooling in radiative heat transfer studies. In
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these investigations [117–119], a time-marching numerical method was implemented.
In particular, explicit [117,118] and implicit [119] Runge-Kutta methods were used to
resolve the temporal variable. Prasad and Hering [115] reported that ill-conditioning
effects occurred in some cases for their developed numerical method. It is well known
that explicit time-marching methods suffer from stability constraints. Owing to this
dilemma, Frankel [119] implemented an implicit Runge-Kutta method in order to
overcome situations where stability constraints can cause unreasonably small steps to
be required.
Frankel and Keyhani [102] made the observation that time collocation removed the
effect of numerical ill-conditioning in the context of solving an inverse solidification
design problem. With the success of this study in mind, an approach which employs
collocation in both space and time is developed for the aforementioned problem in
radiative heat transport. This methodology resolves all space and time simultaneously
and is therefore fully implicit in nature. As will be shown, the use of time-collocation
in place of time-marching produces accurate numerical results with a minimal amount
of computational effort.
4.2 Cumulative Variable Formulation
Prasad and Hering [115], and Frankel [117] considered the problem of transient, one-
dimensional heat transport in an absorbing, purely radiating, non-scattering gray
medium bounded by black surfaces. A simple representation of the physical problem
can be found in Fig. 4.1. The distance between the parallel black surfaces is x1.
The lower black boundary (x = 0) is maintained at the time-varying temperature
T0(t) while the upper black boundary temperature is given by T1(t). Following the
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, x ∈ [0, x1], t > 0, (4.1a)
where T is the local absolute temperature, Φ is the local radiative heat flux, and
ρ and cv denote the mass density and constant volume specific heat of the medium,
respectively. For black boundaries separated by a distance x1, the local radiative heat
flux can be given by
Φ(x∗, t) = 2σ[T 40 (t)E3(x




T 4(y, t)E2(|y − x∗|)sign(x∗ − y)dy], (4.1b)
where the spatial coordinate has been nondimensionalized such that
x∗ = κνx, x ∈ [0, x1], (4.1c)
with
L = κνx1. (4.1d)
In Eq. (4.1b), σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, while in Eqs. (4.1c) and (4.1d) κν
is the radiation absorption coefficient such that x∗ = κνx is designated the optical
distance measured from the lower boundary and L = κνx1 represents the optical
depth of the medium. Lastly, En(z) is the exponential integral function which is






dτ n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; z > 0, (4.2a)
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with its derivative expressible as [135]
dEn(z)
dz
= −En−1(z) n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (4.2b)





(x∗, t) = 2κνσ[T 40 (t)E2(x




T 4(y, t)E2(|y − x∗|)dy], x∗ ∈ [0, L], t > 0. (4.3)
For the purposes of this study, the radiating medium is considered to be at uniform
temperature T1 when the lower boundary undergoes a step change to the constant
temperature T0. As a result, the medium experiences a transient temperature varia-
tion which eventually approaches a new steady-state value. Based on this condition,
nondimensionalization of Eq. (4.3) leads to the generalized governing system
∂θ¯
∂t∗
(x∗, t∗) = g¯(x∗) − θ¯4(x∗, t∗) + λ
∫ L
y=0
θ¯4(y, t∗)E1(|y − x∗|)dy,
x∗ ∈ [0, L], t∗ > 0, (4.4a)
subject to the initial condition














The nondimensional temperature is represented by θ¯(x∗, t∗) in Eq. (4.4a). The di-















It should be noted that E1(z), defined as the first exponential integral function,
contains a logarithmic singularity as z → 0.
To accommodate the Weighted Residuals Method and anticipated choice of basis
function to be used with the global time approach, the equations and conditions given
by Eq. (4.4) are recast to fit a square domain such that x∗ ∈ [0, L]→ η ∈ [−1, 1] and
t∗ ∈ [0, tmax] → ξ ∈ [−1, 1], i.e.,
x∗ = α(1 + η), x∗ ∈ [0, L], η ∈ [−1, 1], (4.5a)
and
t∗ = β(1 + ξ), t∗ ∈ [0, tmax], ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (4.5b)
with α = L/2 and β = tmax/2 where tmax represents the maximum time of inter-







(η, ξ) = g(η) − θ4(η, ξ) + λα
∫ 1
η0=−1
θ4(η0, ξ)E1(α|η − η0|)dη0,
(η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (4.6a)
subject to the initial condition









and where θ(η, ξ) = θ¯(α(1 + η), β(1 + ξ)).
Using the cumulative variable technique introduced by Frankel and Choudhury
[134] and further adapted to the collocation method of Kumar and Sloan [130] by
Frankel [117–119], Eq. (4.6a) is integrated with respect to the temporal variable ξ.
Formally interchanging orders of integration yields
θ(η, ξ) = h(η, ξ) − βΨ(η, ξ) + λαβ
∫ 1
η0=−1
Ψ(η0, ξ)E1(α|η − η0|)dη0,
(η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (4.7a)







h(η, ξ) = θ1 + βg(η)(ξ + 1). (4.7c)
The function Ψ(η, ξ) denotes the cumulative variable. Equation (4.7a) represents
an integral transform back to the original physical variable θ(η, ξ). This powerful
technique is not limited to a single nonlinearity but can also be applied to multiple
nonlinear forms in an analogous fashion with good results as shown by Frankel [136].
Furthermore, it should be noted that the term ’cumulative’ is not applied without
meaning, as it can be seen from Eq. (4.7b) that Ψ(η, ξ) is an accumulation in time of
θ4(η, ξ). It is then clear that
∂Ψ
∂ξ
= θ4(η, ξ), (4.8)
and thus substituting Eq. (4.7a) into Eq. (4.8) produces a new nonlinear, partial





h(η, ξ) − βΨ(η, ξ) + λαβ
∫ 1
ηo=−1
Ψ(ηo, ξ)E1(α|η − ηo|)dηo
]4
,
(η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (4.9a)
subject to the initial condition
Ψ(η,−1) = 0, η ∈ [−1, 1], (4.9b)
which results from the definition given by Eq. (4.7b).
An important observation is that the original algebraic nonlinearity has been
relocated from within the integral operator shown in Eq. (4.6a) to a new location
outside the integral operator as illustrated in Eq. (4.9a). This advantageous new
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form permits the implementation of a collocation method in a highly efficient manner.
Once satisfactory resolution of Ψ(η, ξ) is achieved, the desired function θ(η, ξ) may
be reconstructed by means of the integral transform given in Eq. (4.7a) or through
the relation in Eq. (4.8).
4.3 Solution by Orthogonal Collocation
The problem given by Eq. (4.9) may be resolved by finding an approximation for
Ψ(η, ξ) in terms of a series expansion. For this purpose, a Weighted Residuals Method






where {Tm(η)}∞m=0 represents the set of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind [109].
While other basis sets may be chosen for the expansion, Chebyshev polynomials
have numerous well-known properties and have successfully been applied to problems
involving fluid mechanics [137], solid mechanics [138], radiative transport [117–119,
139], and many other problems in mathematical physics [107]. Here, {am(ξ)}∞m=0
is the unknown set of time-varying expansion coefficients which correspond to the
known basis set. The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are given by [106]
Tm(η) = cos[m(cos
−1 η)], m = 0, 1, . . . . (4.11)
In practice, the infinite series expansion displayed in Eq. (4.10) must be truncated
after a finite number of terms, say at N + 1, and so Eq. (4.10) becomes





where aNm(ξ) ≈ am(ξ), m = 0, 1, . . . , N , for sufficiently large N .
At this point in the analysis, the concept of treating time globally by use of the
Global Time Method (GTM) is introduced in lieu of a time-marching scheme. This
strategy is suggested by previous findings [117–119] wherein the quantification of the
mathematical character of similar expansion coefficients leads to the conclusion that
these time-varying expansion coefficients can easily be approximated by polynomials.
For instance, the problem treated by Frankel [118], which includes both conductive
and radiative transport effects in the transient analysis, indicates that the time-
varying expansion coefficients tend to behave as linear functions of time. Likewise, it
can be seen that this problem may exhibit stiffness under the proper circumstances.
As a result, a fully-implicit, nonmarching scheme appears to be advantageous.
The approximate, time-varying expansion coefficients can be expressed in terms




bmn Tn(ξ), ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (4.13)
where {bmn }, n = 0, 1, . . . , Pm;m = 0, 1, . . . , N denote the unknown expansion coeffi-
cients. The expansion for ΨN(η, ξ) now becomes





bmn Tn(ξ)Tm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1]. (4.14)
The expansion shown in Eq. (4.13) can be modified to satisfy the initial condition
displayed in Eq. (4.9b). Incorporation of the auxiliary conditions, such as boundary
and initial conditions, to form a trial set is often possible [102] and removes the
necessity of forming auxiliary residual statements which must be appended to the
solution algorithm. By evaluating Eq. (4.14) at ξ = −1 and using the initial condition
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found in Eq. (4.9b), it can be seen that
N∑
m=0






since Tn(−1) = (−1)n [109]. Next, releasing the leading term, i.e., n = 0 in the expan-







bmn Tm(η)[Tn(ξ) + (−1)n+1], (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (4.16)
where Eq. (4.16) automatically satisfies the initial condition given in Eq. (4.9b).
Because the expansion for the solution is given by a finite series and is there-
fore in approximate form, substituting ΨN(η, ξ) into the nonlinear integro-differential
equation shown in Eq. (4.9a) produces a residual equation; namely,









ΨN(ηo, ξ)E1(α|η − ηo|)dηo
]4
, (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1]. (4.17)
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Substitution of the expansion for ΨN(η, ξ), as shown in Eq. (4.16), into Eq. (4.17)
yields






















bmn Am(η)[Tn(ξ) + (−1)n+1]
]4
, (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (4.18a)




Tm(ηo)E1(α|η − ηo|)dηo, m = 0, 1, . . . , N, (4.18b)












T (2i)m (η)E2i+2(0), m = 0, 1, . . . , N, (4.18c)
where T
(i)
m (η) represents the ith derivative of the mth Chebyshev polynomial of the
first kind. Here, [m/2] is interpreted as the integer result of (m/2). The function
RN(η, ξ) is the local and instantaneous residual function and as stated earlier must
be introduced in order to properly display the equal sign shown in Eq. (4.18a). The
exponential integral function, En(z), in Eq. (4.18c) can be obtained by way of the
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[e−z − zEn(z)], n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (4.19)
The higher derivatives for the Chebyshev polynomials, T
(i)
m (η), can be determined












η = cos(u) ←→ u = cos−1(η), η ∈ [−1, 1], u ∈ [0, π], (4.20b)
where u is a real function. It is now possible to develop a recurrence relation. Differ-





















m− 1 = 2Tm−1(η), η ∈ [−1, 1], m > 1, (4.20d)
which can be used to build similar relations for higher derivatives by successive dif-
ferentiations of Eq. (4.20d). A full description of this and other methods can be
found in [107]. It should be noted that higher-order differentiation of Chebyshev
polynomials is mildly ill-conditioned [107].
Unless the exact solution to ΨN(η, ξ), at any instant in time ξ ∈ [−1, 1] and
position η ∈ [−1, 1], is a linear combination of the trial functions shown in Eq. (4.16),
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it is not possible to obtain the set of expansion coefficients {bmn }, n = 1, 2, . . . , Pm;
m = 0, 1, . . . , N which make the residual function, RN(η, ξ), vanish for all (η, ξ) ∈
[−1, 1].









permits a straightforward definition for the collocation method to be developed. For
the collocation method, it is required that
〈
RN(η, ξ), δ(η − ηj)δ(ξ − ξk)
〉
1
= 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , Pj; j = 0, 1, . . . , N. (4.22)
Plainly stated, Eq. (4.22) indicates that the residual function must be orthogonal to
the test functions, given by the Dirac delta functions, at the specified spatial and
temporal collocation points. In this case, the temporal collocation points are given





, k = 1, 2, . . . , Pj . (4.23)
The reasoning for this particular choice of collocation points is understood when one
considers the problem at hand. The open rule given by Eq. (4.23) indicates that
there will be no collocation point corresponding to ξ = −1, i.e., t = 0. It has already
been established, however, that the initial condition has been incorporated into the
approximate functional expansion. Hence, at ξ = −1 the solution is exact, the residual
vanishes, and no collocation point is needed. Similarly, the global treatment of time
allows for the arbitrary choice of tmax (corresponding to ξ = 1) and does not require
exactness at this endpoint. Should an additional constraint be required at a specific
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tmax, it can easily be incorporated into the solution in the same manner used for the





, j = 0, 1, . . . , N. (4.24)
Here, collocation points are established at the endpoints.
Upon substituting Eq. (4.18a) into Eq. (4.22), a closed set of nonlinear algebraic
equations is obtained for the unknown expansion coefficients {bmn }, n = 0, 1, . . . , Pm;
















bmn [Tn(ξk) + (−1)n+1]
× [Tm(ηj)− λαAm(ηj)
]4
= 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , Pj; j = 0, 1, . . . , N, (4.25)
where the collocation points are defined in Eq. (4.23) and Eq. (4.24). This form is
readily adaptive to a Newton-Raphson procedure. Reconstruction of the original de-
pendent variable θ(η, ξ) is obtained from the inversion formula displayed in Eq. (4.7a),
in the approximate sense, namely




ΨN(η0, ξ)E1(α | η − η0 |)dη0, (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (4.26a)
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or












(η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (4.26b)
or through Eq. (4.8).
4.4 Steady-State Analysis and Error Estimations









Equation (4.27a) is a linear, weakly-singular Fredholm integral equation of the second
kind for the unknown variable θˆ4(η). It is possible to develop a posteriori error
estimates for Eq. (4.27a) through the use of classical analysis [106]. To demonstrate




cmTm(η), η ∈ [−1, 1], (4.28a)
where the N th order approximation to the above representation is
θˆ4(η) ≈ θˆ4N(η) =
N∑
m=0
cNmTm(η), η ∈ [−1, 1], (4.28b)
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with Tm(η) being the first kind Chebyshev polynomials defined in Eq. (4.11). Fol-
lowing a procedure similar to the one described in the previous section, a residual






θˆ4N(η0)E1(α | η − η0 |)dη0 + g(η),
η ∈ [−1, 1]. (4.29)
Substitution of Eq. (4.28b) into Eq. (4.29), noting that the expansion coefficients are
now time invariant, and implementation of the collocation method yields
N∑
m=0
cNm[Tm(ηj)− λαAm(ηj)] = g(ηj), j = 0, 1, . . . , N, (4.30)
which represents a closed system of linear algebraic equations for the unknown ex-
pansion coefficients {cNm}Nm=0. Here, the identical spatial collocation points are chosen
as in the case of the transient problem.
At this point, it is possible to establish a posteriori error bounds for θˆ4N (η). While
an examination of the residual can give a sense of the local behavior of the numer-
ical scheme, the error bounds provide an assessment of the overall accuracy of the
approximate solution which would otherwise be unavailable without a known exact
solution. The local, steady-state N th degree error, ˆN (η), is defined as
ˆN (η) = θˆ
4(η) − θˆ4N(η), η ∈ [−1, 1]. (4.31)
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Subtracting Eq. (4.29) from Eq. (4.27a) and making use of the error definition found
in Eq. (4.31) yields
−RˆN (η) + ˆN(η) = λα
∫ 1
η0=−1
ˆN (η0)E1(α | η − η0 |)dη0, η ∈ [−1, 1], (4.32a)
or in operator form
−RˆN + ˆN = λακˆN , (4.32b)




E1(α | η − η0 |)g(η0)dη0, (4.32c)
with g(η) being some real function. Noting that the infinity norm of some function
Γ(η) can be defined as [106]
‖Γ‖∞ = sup
η∈[−1,1]
| Γ(η) |, (4.33a)





| E1(α | η − η0 |) | dη0, (4.33b)
then it is possible to develop the error bounds based on functional analysis as
‖RˆN‖∞
1+ | λα | ‖κ‖∞ ≤ ‖ˆN‖∞ ≤
‖RˆN‖∞
1− | λα | ‖κ‖∞ , (4.34)
when 1− | λα | ‖κ‖∞ > 0.
The development of the error bounds in Eq. (4.34) presents an opportunity for an
interesting aside which foreshadows the difficulties one can encounter in the resolution
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of inverse problems. It can easily be established that Eq. (4.32) gives the error, ˆN ,
in the form of a second kind Fredholm integral equation. For this case, it can be
seen from Eq. (4.34) that an acceptable amount of error in the approximation is
maintained as long as the residual is small. Typically, however, the inverse problems
found in heat conduction produce Volterra integral equations of the first kind which
are ill-posed [41]. Frankel [140] illustrated this characteristic as related to the basic
inverse heat conduction problem by performing an error analysis similar to the one
above. Following [140] for the sake of demonstration, consider the residual equation
in operator form
RN = KˆN , (4.35a)
where K represents the linear integral operator and ˆN is again the actual error in
the approximate solution. Classical analysis reveals
‖RˆN‖∞
‖K‖∞ ≤ ‖ˆN‖∞, (4.35b)
which produces only a lower bound for the error. Hence, a small residual does not
guarantee the error in the approximate solution will likewise be small. In other words,
the integral operator is unbounded [41]. This exercise provides added insight into why
the numerical resolution of inverse problems requires special attention.
4.5 Transient Analysis
From viewing the steady-state formulation, and taking into account the possible effect
of using a polynomial expansion raised to the fourth power to determine the approx-
imation θ4N(η, ξ), it can be worthwhile to express this physical quantity in terms of a
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separate expansion, i.e.,
θ4N (η, ξ) =
N∑
m=0
dNm(ξ)Tm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (4.36)
which reduces the order of the polynomial representation for θ4N (η, ξ). In order to
produce an accurate resolution for this function at non-collocation points, the time-
varying expansion coefficients {dNm(ξ)}Nm=0 can be determined at any instant in time
ξ through
θ4N(ηj , ξ) =
N∑
m=0
dNm(ξ)Tm(ηj), j = 0, 1, . . . , N, ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (4.37)
where results using the inversion formula shown in Eq. (4.26b) are substituted into
the left-hand side of Eq. (4.37) at a desired time ξ. With these definitions, it is





m, m = 0, 1, . . . , N, (4.38)
if the induced transient errors are zero. An alternative approach for obtaining θ4N (ηj, ξ)
can be developed using the definition for the cumulative variable found in Eq. (4.8).
4.6 Numerical Results
The accuracy and merit of the proposed global time approach as applied to the present
example of a direct radiative transport problem can be demonstrated by an exami-
nation of numerical and graphical findings. In order to compare the present results
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with earlier works [115, 116], the following dimensionless variables are introduced
f 4N(η, ξ) =
θ4N (η, ξ)− θ41
1− θ41
, (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (4.39a)
and
fˆ 4N (η) =
θˆ4N (η)− θ41
1− θ41
, η ∈ [−1, 1], (4.39b)
which are used for transient and steady-state analyses, respectively. With these defi-
nitions, the steady-state error estimate given in Eq. (4.34) becomes
‖RˆN‖∞/(1− θ41)
1+ | λα | ‖κ‖∞ ≤ ‖ΓˆN‖∞ ≤
‖RˆN‖∞/(1− θ41)
1− | λα | ‖κ‖∞ , (4.40a)
when 1− | λα | ‖κ‖∞ > 0 and where
ΓˆN(η) = fˆ
4(η) − fˆ 4N (η). (4.40b)
Numerical results are achieved by means of a computational scheme coded in
ANSI standard Fortran. A flowchart displaying the basic logic for the algorithm can
be found in Fig. 4.2. The major task involves determining the expansion coefficients
{bmn }, n = 1, 2, . . . , Pm;m = 0, 1, . . . , N . The Newton-Raphson method, which is it-
erative, is used to recover these expansion coefficients. Convergence in the iterative
procedure is established following the guideline given by the absolute error, namely,
| i+1n,m |=| (bmn )i+1 − (bmn )i |, n = 1, 2, . . . , P ;m = 0, 1, . . . , N where i is the ith iterate.
When | i+1n,m |< tol for all (m,n), where tol is a chosen tolerance value, then conver-
gence for fixed N,P is established. A converged solution is declared when comparison
among runs in which the values for N and P are varied produces no substantial change
in the solution.
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The Newton-Raphson procedure requires an initial guess for the desired expansion
coefficients. If zeros are used as this initial guess, convergence typically requires 15 to
18 iterations for a system with adequate spatial and temporal collocation points. The
necessary number of iterations as well as overall computational load can be reduced,
however, if the process begins with a relatively crude approximation based on the
resolution of a much smaller system, say N = 3, P = 4. Such an approximation can be
accomplished with a negligible amount of computational effort since it only requires
the inversion of a 16 × 16 coefficient matrix. The crude leading order coefficients
can then be padded with zeros to form a better initial guess for the larger system.
This tactic generally reduces convergence effort to 5 or 6 iterations which produces a
substantial reduction of total CPU time for a particular run.
Tables 4.1–4.3 ∗ present a comparison of steady-state results using fˆ 4N(η) as defined
by Eq. (4.39b) for cases of optical depth L = 0.1, L = 1 and L = 10, respectively.
The comparisons are made between the published results of Prasad and Hering [115],
Heaslet and Warming [141] and the proposed GTM. As can be seen, the GTM gen-
erates excellent agreement with established results for all three cases.
Figures 4.3–4.8 show typical numerical results for the dimensionless temperature
θN (η, ξ) as a function of space (for increasing times) given the cases of (i) L = 1
and (ii) L = 5. For each case, three different values of tmax have been chosen to
demonstrate transient and steady-state behavior; tmax = 2, tmax = 45 and tmax = 90.
It should be noted that the value of tmax can be chosen arbitrarily depending upon
the demands of the particular simulation. In other words, if a detailed inspection
of early transient behavior is desired, then a small value for tmax can and should be
chosen. Convergence of the solution can be established regardless of the numerical
choice for tmax.
∗all tables may be found in Appendix II
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Likewise, Figs. 4.9–4.14 show typical numerical results for the dimensionless tem-
perature θN (η, ξ) as a function of the mapped temporal coordinate at five equidistant
spatial locations for the same cases (i) L = 1 and (ii) L = 5. As before, values of
tmax = 2, tmax = 45 and tmax = 90 have been chosen. Here, steep ascents are present
in the early transient, especially for case (i), followed by transition to steady state.
The GTM algorithm is able to accommodate the rapid transient without difficulty.




Transfer Problem - Thermal Lags
and Resistances in a Heat-Flux
Differential Scanning Calorimeter
(DSC)
Parameter estimation represents a class of inverse problems which is of practical
importance. Such problems are characterized by complete knowledge of the input, i.e.,
the source function and all auxiliary conditions, but an incomplete specification of the
governing system. Furthermore, input data are gathered for the dependent variable
(or variables) and are likely to contain some degree of uncertainty [4]. Therefore, it is
incumbent to recover or estimate the parameters that are unspecified in the governing
system. These parameters are often valuable quantities such as physical properties.
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Generally speaking, parameter estimation problems are considered to be mildly
ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard [2]. As such, care must be taken in the develop-
ment of solution techniques to account for the potential difficulties associated with
uncertainty. These difficulties can become magnified as the number of unknown pa-
rameters increases. This chapter illustrates the resolution of a practical parameter
estimation problem using the Function Decomposition Method (FDM). The nature
of the physical system and significant number of unknown parameters provide an
excellent test for the methodology.
5.1 Introduction
An example of a complex parameter estimation problem may be found in Differen-
tial Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), which is often used to characterize thermophysical
properties associated with phase transformation of metals and alloys [142]. These
properties include specific heat and melting and solidification characteristics such as
the onset temperatures of phase transformation, the enthalpy of fusion, and the solid
fraction as a function of temperature [143–147]. In such devices, the practical design
of the instrument does not allow for direct temperature measurements of the sample
material. As a result, the contact conductances and radiative interactions among
system components yield thermal lags between the collected temperature data and
sample temperature [148]. As a result, any simplified attempt to attach the recorded
thermocouple reading to the sample site may lead to erroneous results. It is im-
perative, therefore, to develop a mathematical model that correctly accounts for the
heat transfer mechanisms in the DSC chamber where the sample is placed. Results
from such a simulation provide an accurate depiction of the sample temperature by
incorporating thermal lags into the modeled system.
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It is possible to construct such a model based on lumped heat transfer analysis
of the key DSC components. This approach requires the determination of numerous
parameters which are represented as time constants that correspond to the resistances
between individual components in the system. These time constants are determined
by means of an iterative algorithm based on the FDM to achieve resolution. The
governing system of initial-value problems is first linearized by quasilinearization.
Each dependent variable is then decomposed into a series of baseline and sensitiv-
ity functions with corresponding sensitivity coefficients which represent the unknown
parameters. At each iterative step, the baseline and sensitivity functions are numer-
ically calculated with an explicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme, and a discrete
least-squares minimization method is introduced using the collected data streams to
determine the updated values for the unknown parameters. The numerical process is
continued until convergence takes place for all system parameters.
5.2 Analytical Model
A generalized physical model for the heat-flux DSC of interest may be described by
the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 5.1. The model consists of two cylindrical
containers (or pans) resting on disk-shaped plates. One combination of container and
plate is associated with the sample whose thermophysical properties are unknown,
while the other combination is defined as a known reference. For the purpose of
this investigation, the sample and reference containers and plates are considered to
be symmetric. The supporting plates are, in turn, connected by thin wires to a
larger container holder which is attached to a disk holder. The entire apparatus is
surrounded by a uniform heating surface or furnace whose temperature is known as
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a function of time. Thermocouples embedded in the bottom surfaces of the sample
and reference plates are utilized to obtain temperature data for both components.
Heat flow analysis of a similar heat flux DSC model has shown that the tem-
perature gradients within a particular component are negligible when compared to
the differences which occur at the boundaries between two separate regions of the
calorimeter [149]. Therefore, it is possible to represent each component as a region
possessing a spatially uniform temperature at any instant during the heating or cool-
ing process. Heat transfer within the calorimeter may then be assumed to take place
between the individual regions in the form of thermal resistances as suggested by [150]
and [142].
Neglecting the effects of convection, which are small when compared with the
other modes of heat transfer in the high temperature regime of interest, a heat balance
between the components of a generalized physical model for the instrument produces


















































































, t ≥ 0, (5.1f)
where θk(t) = Tk(t)/To is the dimensionless temperature function, To is the uniform
initial temperature, ck = Ck(θk)/Ck(1) is the dimensionless specific heat capacity
for components k = 1, 2, . . . , 6 and Ck(1) is the initial specific heat capacity for
component k. It should also be noted that the term θ32 in Eq. (5.1b) has been
included to accommodate possible asymmetry in the system due to uneven heating
from the furnace wall. This term is discussed in greater detail later in this section.
As illustrated in Fig. 5.1, the association between θk(t) and physical component can
be given by
θ1(t) ←→ Reference Plate Temperature,
θ2(t) ←→ Sample Plate Temperature,
θ3(t) ←→ Container Holder Temperature,
θ4(t) ←→ Reference Container Temperature,
θ5(t) ←→ Sample Container Temperature,
θ6(t) ←→ Disk Holder Temperature.
Likewise, θ0(t) = Tf(t)/To represents the dimensionless furnace temperature where
Tf (t) is the programmed DSC furnace temperature function. The factors fi, i =
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Thermal resistances between components are represented by the time constants, τ
given in seconds, where τci, i = 1, . . . , 4 correspond to conductive resistances and
τri, i = 1, . . . , 6 correspond to radiative resistances. Explicitly, these time constants










































where hci, i = 1, . . . , 4 and hrj , j = 1, . . . , 6 correspond to conduction and radiation
heat transfer coefficients, respectively. These heat transfer coefficients incorporate all
necessary parameters in order to describe heat flow between the appropriate compo-
nents. Generally speaking, hci, i = 1, . . . , 4 can be described as the product of the
contact area between components and the corresponding conduction heat transfer
coefficient, k. Likewise, hrj, j = 1, . . . , 6 is a product of the appropriate radiating
area, shape factor and emissivity, as well as the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Since
the problem does not specifically require knowledge of the individual parameters of
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which hci and hrj are constructed, and because these parameters are difficult to mea-
sure with accuracy and repeatability, it is advantageous to combine them into time
constants. Such time constants have the added benefit of providing physical meaning
by representing the thermal lags in the system.
This simplified model has been constructed based on the following assumptions:
• All of the DSC components are maintained at the initial temperature To when
heating begins.
• The material and reference containers are considered empty.
• Contact resistances between the sample/reference plates and their respectively
attached thermocouples are neglected.
• Component heat transfer interactions which are comparatively small are ne-
glected.
• Potential heat losses down the head stem are neglected.
These assumptions can be justified by the scope of the study which is to develop a
simple means of estimating the basic thermal lags that are characteristic to individual
instruments. Inclusion of thermocouple contact resistances and heat losses down the
head stem would be excellent refinements for future study.
Given that the DSC is lumped at the initial temperature To when heating begins,
Eqs. (5.1a – f) are subject to the initial conditions
θk(0) = 1, k = 1, 2, . . . , 6. (5.4)
The model is driven by the furnace wall temperature, θ0 which can be constructed as






, t ≥ 0, (5.5a)
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and corresponds to the programmed furnace heating rate R in Kelvins per second.
Furthermore, τf is a time constant that represents the thermal lag in the furnace
response. This particular thermal lag can be determined empirically and so τf is
considered known.
Finally, it is assumed that temperature data are available at both the reference
plate and sample plate, i.e.,
{θ1,i}Mi=0 −→ θ1(ti) = θ1,i, i = 0, 1, . . . ,M, (5.6a)
{θ2,i}Mi=0 −→ θ2(ti) = θ2,i, i = 0, 1, . . . ,M, (5.6b)
where M + 1 data points are collected at equidistant time intervals, i.e.




In theory, the DSC furnace wall should provide even heating over all instrument
components throughout the temperature regime of interest. In practice, however,
characteristic flaws in individual instruments will result in slight eccentricities. It is
therefore necessary to account for the potential of uneven heating in some manner.
One possible means of correction is to introduce an asymmetry term which can allow
a degree of flexibility within the governing system. This term, θ32, is incorporated
into Eq. (5.1b) and is defined as








4 − θ40 + θ43 − (θ3 + 32)4
τr2
, (5.7b)
subject to the initial condition
32(0) = 0, (5.7c)
and the definition
0 = K0(θ0 − 1), t ≥ 0, (5.7d)
where K0 is an unknown parameter which represents the amount of asymmetry in
heat flow from the furnace wall to the different sides of the container holder. The
introduction of Eq. (5.7a–d) anticipates that the radiative heat flow from the container
holder to the sample plate will be somewhat different from its radiative heat flow to
the reference plate. As a result, Eq. (5.7b) is added to the governing system leading to
a model which requires the calculation of seven unknown variables and the resolution
of eleven unknown parameters.
5.3 Mathematical Formulation
This section gives a general outline for the analytical procedure used to resolve the
unknown system parameters. Osborne et al. [152,153] contains a detailed account as
applied to a simpler model.
5.3.1 Quasilinearization
In order to apply FDM to the set of simultaneous nonlinear ordinary differential
equations which govern the system, it is first necessary to employ Bellman’s quasilin-
earization technique [154]. Based in part upon the Newton–Raphson method, quasi-
linearization provides a powerful and rapidly converging means for solving nonlinear
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− gk(θ) = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , 7, t ≥ 0, (5.8)
where gk(θ) represents the right-hand side of the k
th governing equation and {Ψk}7k=1
is considered to be functionally dependent on all unknown variables and parameters,
i.e.,


























x2 = {θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6, 32} , (5.9b)
x3 = {τc1, τc2, τc3, τc4, τr1, τr2, τr3τr4, τr5, τr6} .
Developing a multivariable Taylor series about iterate p, a recurrence relation between



































+H.O.T., k = 1, ..., 7, (5.10)
where H.O.T. represents higher-order terms. For convenience, the label for iterate
p can be dropped while variables and parameters at iterate p + 1 can be expressed
with an overbar. Evaluating the required partial derivatives, enforcing the condition
Ψ¯k = Ψk = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , 7, and truncating higher-order terms in Eq. (5.10) yields
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the system of equations

































(θ¯3 − θ3)− 1
τc3
(θ¯4 − θ4)− 4
τr4
θ36(θ¯6 − θ6)



















































































































































(θ¯2 − θ2)− 4
τr5
θ36(θ¯6 − θ6)



































































































































































(θ0 − 1) [θ0 +K0(θ0 − 1)]3 (K¯0 −K0)








t ≥ 0. (5.11g)
The expressions in Eq. (5.11a–g) can be further simplified by algebraic manipulation
and recognition that some terms associated with iterate p can be combined to form
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θ46 + (θ3 − θ1)
1
τ¯c1
+ (θ4 − θ1) 1
τ¯c3
+ (θ43 − θ41)
1
τ¯r1

















































































θ5 − 4f1 1
τr4
θ46
+ [(θ3 + 32)− θ2] 1
τ¯c2







































































































[θ2 − θ3] 1
τ¯c2
+ [θ40 − θ43]
1
τ¯r2






































+ f3[θ1 − θ4] 1
τ¯c3

































































































































(θ0 − 1) [θ0 +K0(θ0 − 1)]3 K¯0
− 4
τr2
(θ0 − 1) [θ0 +K0(θ0 − 1)]3 K0
+
[




t ≥ 0. (5.12g)
The final form of the system generated by Eq. (5.10) can be confirmed by checking
the limit as p→∞, in which case the governing equations are returned.
5.3.2 Function Decomposition
With the iterative, linearized recurrence relations defined, functional decomposition
of the unknown temperature variables may now be applied. The process begins by

























is the set of unknown system parameters and coefficients,
NP is the number of unknown system parameters, and NV is the number of unknown
variables. For the model described above, there are seven unknown variables and
eleven unknown system parameters. Hence, the expansions for the unknown variables

































































































Substituting Eq. (5.14a–g) into the recurrence relations and equating terms contain-
ing like coefficients from the set {1, b¯1, . . . , b¯NP} yields a new linear system of ordinary
differential equations for the baseline and sensitivity functions. Therefore, for exam-












































































































































































































































































































































































































































(θ0 − 1) [θ0 +K0(θ0 − 1)]3 K0,
t ≥ 0, (5.15g)
subject to the initial conditions
z
(i)
0 (0) = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , 7. (5.15h)
Likewise, a similar series of equations is generated for each set of sensitivity functions,







(0) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 7. (5.15i)
These equations may be solved by using conventional time-stepping routines or by
treating time elliptically and employing a Weighted Residuals Method [113].
5.3.3 Minimization
The final step which must be performed for each iteration is the determination of
the sensitivity coefficients, {b¯m}NPm=1, which correspond to the unknown system pa-
rameters. This calculation is accomplished by means of a discrete least-squares mini-
mization using the measured temperature data sets described in Eq. (5.6a,b). Recon-
structing the temperature functions for both the reference and sample plates, residual
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m (ti)− θ2,i, i = 0, 1, . . . ,M. (5.16b)
Implementation of the discrete least-squares method generates a new system of linear
































k = 1, 2, . . . , NP. (5.17)
Solution of this system yields updated values for the unknown system parameters
which are then used to reconstruct updated temperature profiles for all components of
the model. The iterative process described in this section is repeated until satisfactory
convergence of the parameters is achieved.
5.4 Numerical Results
In order to demonstrate the validity and robust nature of the parameter estimation
algorithm, a benchmark problem using defined parameters and based on Eqs. (5.1a–
f) and (5.5a) has been formulated to provide computationally generated temperature
data for both the reference and sample plates. Both errorless and noisy data are used
as input for the algorithm. Given that T1(ti) and T2(ti), i = 0, 1, . . . ,M represent
the exact solution for reference and sample plate temperatures, respectively, both
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errorless and noisy data can be generated with an exact initial condition, i.e.,
T1,i = T1(ti) = T1(0) = To, i = 0, (5.18a)
T2,i = T2(ti) = T2(0) = To, i = 0, (5.18b)
and a data stream in accordance to
T1,i = T1(ti) +  Rand(i) T1(0), i = 1, · · · ,M, (5.18c)
T2,i = T2(ti) +  Rand(i) T2(0), i = 1, · · · ,M, (5.18d)
where ti = iΔt, with Δt = tmax/M , M is the total number of data points,  is the noise
factor chosen from the closed interval [0,1], and Rand(i) represents the ith randomly
drawn real number from the closed interval [-1,1] based on a normal distribution.
The data streams are normalized with respect to To before their application in the
algorithm to accommodate the use of dimensionless temperature in the governing
system.
A computational algorithm, written in ANSI Standard Fortran, has been devel-
oped based on the function decomposition model described above. The basic logic
for this algorithm is illustrated by the flowchart in Fig. 5.2. Temperature data for
the sample and reference plates are obtained from separate files. Next, it is necessary
to develop initial temperature profiles to be used in the quasilinearization process.
Because the quasilinearization scheme is based on the Newton-Raphson method, the
’guesses’ employed as established values for the first iteration can considerably in-
fluence the rate of convergence and, if physically unrealistic, the final result. It is
therefore beneficial to begin the process with educated estimates. For the algorithm
presented here, initial values for the unknown parameters can be determined based on
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the physical characteristics of each DSC component as well as empirical observation
which provides estimates within the proper order of magnitude. Initial component
temperature profiles are then obtained by solving a direct problem using the assumed
parameter values. These values are used to begin the iterative resolution process
which is considered complete when convergence is satisfied. Convergence criteria are
based on comparison of system parameters of successive iterations.
Table 5.1 shows the resolved parameters obtained for errorless input data gen-
erated using values of α which correspond to heating rates of 10 K/min, 20 K/min
and 30 K/min. In all cases, the method produces results that are accurate to the
number of significant digits used in the defined parameters. This excellent parameter
recovery and component temperature reconstruction verify the inverse algorithm. It
should be noted that the number of iterations needed for convergence is dependent
on the quality of the initial guesses for each parameter.
In the practical operation of a DSC, a small amount of error (noise) is expected
in the plate thermocouple readings. This level of error does not have a substantial
effect on the stability or accuracy of a direct algorithm. However, inverse problems
are known to be ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard which means that a small change
in the input data can produce a significant change in the output. While parameter es-
timation problems are generally considered to be only mildly ill-posed, the similarity
of the DSC component temperature profiles combined with the number of parameters
which must be recovered can induce instability and magnify error in the inverse algo-
rithm. This situation can be illustrated by an intuitive examination of the sensitivity
functions.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 depict the sensitivity functions that are generated for the
reference plate (using errorless data) and that are associated with the conductive and
radiative parameters, respectively. For stable operation of the FDM technique, these
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functions must remain linearly independent or else the minimization matrix will tend
to become singular. As can be seen in the figures, both sets of sensitivity functions
are beginning to show signs of linear dependency in some of the curves. As noise is
introduced into the input data, the likelihood of linear dependence increases and thus
the stability and accuracy of the inverse routine may begin to fail.
To see the magnitude of this effect, input data with various levels of noise have
been used with the empty pan model parameter estimation scheme. The results are
presented in Table 5.2, where  has been chosen to produce maximum noise of ± 0.03
K, ± 0.06 K, and ± 0.15 K, respectively. It is readily apparent that as the amount of
data noise increases, accuracy and stability begin to degrade. For the case of ± 0.15
K maximum noise, no convergence is achieved. These issues suggest the introduction
of a multistep scheme that resolves two subsets of the parameter list.
The answer to this problem is to construct a two-step calibration sequence which
can determine all parameters satisfactorily. The first step involves the resolution of a
model where both the reference and sample pans have been removed (no pan model).
This model can easily be constructed by returning to Eqs. (5.1a–f) and eliminating
Eqs. (5.1d,e) as well as heat balance terms that are associated with pan temperatures.
This new governing system only requires the estimation of eight unknown parameters,
five of which (τc1,τc2,τr2,τr5, and τr6) can be used as known parameters in the empty
pan model. Recovery of the six remaining unknown parameters using the empty pan
model comprises the second step. Both steps of the sequence retain sufficient accuracy
and stability to provide good results, as illustrated in Tab. 5.3.
An additional demonstration of the effectiveness of the two-step calibration se-
quence can be found by comparing the reconstructed and exact benchmark temper-
ature profiles. Comparisons for two key DSC components are shown in Figs. 5.5 and
5.6 in the form of percent differences. Even in the presence of relatively significant
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input error, the reconstructed temperatures agree closely with the exact, especially
in the higher temperature regime. Since this is the range where sample phase change
is likely to occur, the performance of the calibration sequence is highly encouraging.
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Chapter 6
Inverse Heat Transfer Problem -
Conduction in a Slab
The use of inverse analysis for both function reconstruction-estimation and thermal
design problems represents an important area of study from which numerous practical
applications can be derived. For example, investigations of casting processes involving
solidification design [102, 155, 156] have derived great benefit from the use of inverse
techniques. Other applications of interest include the calculation of process control
for heat treatment, the determination of surface heat flux in fire experiments, and
the estimation of reentry surface temperatures and heat fluxes for space vehicles.
These applications are of diverse complexity, but they all can be classified as inverse
heat conduction problems. This chapter details the application of both the Global
Time Method (GTM) and Function Decomposition Method (FDM) to a standard
one-dimensional inverse heat conduction problem [4].
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6.1 Introduction
In general, inverse heat conduction analysis utilizes the measured temperature history
at one or more internal locations to estimate unknown boundary conditions, energy
generation rates, or, as discussed in the previous chapter, thermophysical properties
[7]. Problems can be further classified depending upon the quantity or function to
be determined. As with other inverse problems, the main difficulty in developing a
suitable solution algorithm evolves from the tendency of the inverse heat conduction
problem to be ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard [2]. Previous attempts to overcome
the inherent instability have involved the utilization of future information, Tikhonov
regularization and Conjugate Gradient techniques [1, 4, 6].
Both the Global Time Method (GTM) and Function Decomposition Method
(FDM) are offered to resolve the aforementioned inverse heat conduction problem.
Here, a brief overview is helpful. For the case of the GTM, the entire space-time
domain is resolved simultaneously with functional reconstruction accomplished by
means of a weighted-residuals technique. As with the direct problem presented in
Chapter 4, a spectral basis set is chosen to represent both space and time [102]. In
this method, the prescribed one-sided boundary conditions retain exactness in the
approximate solution series expansion. For the case of the FDM, a functional repre-
sentation for either the unknown surface temperature or surface heat flux is assumed.
The dependent variable is then decomposed into a finite sum of functions defined in
terms of a baseline function and a finite set of sensitivity functions. This decompo-
sition results in a series of concurrent, well-posed partial differential equations which
can be resolved by a weighted-residuals technique using a spectral basis representation
for both space and time. The sensitivity coefficients needed in the reconstruction of
the assumed boundary condition and dependent variable can likewise be obtained via
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a weighted-residuals technique, i.e., an appropriate least-squares method or orthog-
onal collocation. With the FDM, exactness of the ”data” boundary condition used
to find the sensitivity coefficients is not retained in the series representation for the
temperature. This permits some lack of precision that can be exploited in the actual
implementation process. Neither approach requires the specification of a classical
regularization parameter but instead provides regularization through the retention of
expansion terms. Hence, the problem is stabilized by adding higher frequencies back
to the solution.
6.2 Mathematical Formulation
As an illustrative example of both methodologies, the traditional one-dimensional
inverse heat conduction problem with over-specified boundary conditions at the back
wall is considered. For this well-documented problem [4, 7], shown in Fig. 6.1, a
one-dimensional parallel plate of unit dimensionless length is subject to a transient,
dimensionless heat flux, q(t), at the front surface, x = 0, while the back surface,
x = 1, is insulated. Using the dimensionless forms of Ozisik [7], and Frankel and






(x, t), x ∈ [0, 1], t ≥ 0, (6.1a)
with the imposed boundary conditions
−∂T
∂x
(0, t) = q(t), (6.1b)
∂T
∂x
(1, t) = 0, t > 0, (6.1c)
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and the initial condition
T (x, 0) = 0, x ∈ [0, 1]. (6.1d)
The dimensionless terms can be defined as
T =











where T ∗, x∗, and t∗ represent dimensional temperature, space and time, respectively.
Likewise, α is the material thermal diffusivity and L is the dimensional plate thickness.
An analytic solution for the problem given by Eq. (6.1) may readily be obtained
using the finite integral transform method [7]. Using such a technique produces









m(t−τ)dτ, x ∈ [0, 1], t ≥ 0, (6.3)
where λm = mπ, m = 0, 1, ..., represents the discrete spectrum of eigenvalues and
N0 = 1, Nm =
1
2
, m = 1, 2, ..., are the normalization integrals. Evaluating Eq. (6.3)
at the insulated boundary yields









m(t−τ)dτ, t ≥ 0. (6.4)
The temperature field T (x, t), shown in Eq. (6.3) is defined in terms of the dimension-
less heat flux and so is well-posed if q(t) is known. However, for the classical inverse
heat conduction problem, T (1, t) is given by either a continuous function (thermal
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design) or discrete data (diagnostic deduction) and q(t) must be determined. Exami-
nation of Eq. (6.4) reveals that it is necessary to resolve a Volterra integral equation of
the first kind in order to calculate heat flux. This type of integral equation is known
to be ill-posed [41], hence, the inverse heat conduction problem is likewise ill-posed
and care must be taken in choosing an accurate but stable prediction technique.
At this point, it is possible to investigate two different types of inverse problem
depending upon the nature of the information at the back boundary. The first type
of problem is known as the diagnostic deduction problem and is a class of inverse heat
conduction problem which utilizes discrete data for one of the boundary conditions
to form an over-specified or one-sided boundary statement, thus leading to a Cauchy
problem. The data are normally obtained from a thermocouple embedded at (or
near) an insulated back surface. The use of multiple embedded probe locations is
also possible. The second type of problem is the thermal design problem which
requires the determination of one or more boundary conditions based on a prescribed
continuous specification. Here, the same one-dimensional inverse heat conduction
problem with over-specified boundary conditions is treated, with the exception that
the discrete back wall boundary condition is now given as a continuous function.
For the diagnostic deduction problem where discrete temperature data are given
at the insulated surface, the over-specified boundary conditions for the governing
equation, Eq. (6.1a), become
T (1, ti) = Fi, i = 1, 2, ...,M, (6.5a)
where M represents the number of time sampled temperatures and
∂T
∂x
(1, t) = 0, t > 0. (6.5b)
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Here, Fi can be qualitatively given by
Fi = F (ti) + i, i = 1, 2, ...,M, (6.5c)
where F (ti) is the exact temperature and i is the measurement noise for each sample
time i = 1, 2, . . . ,M . For the case of the thermal design problem, the boundary
condition in Eq. (6.5a) is replaced by
T (1, t) = F (t), t ≥ 0. (6.5d)
In both cases, the initial condition remains that given by Eq. (6.1d).
Since it is intended to incorporate a weighted-residuals technique with spectral
basis functions into the solution methodology, it is convenient to now transform the
temporal and spatial coordinates to the Chebyshev domain by the linear mapping
functions [157]




− 1, ξ ∈ [−1, 1], t ∈ [0, tmax], (6.6b)
where λ = tmax
2
and tmax represents the maximum dimensionless time of interest for
the time evolution of the problem. Following the mathematical formulation of Frankel
and Keyhani [157], the nondimensional heat conduction equation in the Chebyshev
domain is given by
L[θ(η, ξ)] = 0, (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (6.7a)










The over-specified boundary conditions for the diagnostic deduction problem become
θ(1, ξi) = fi, i = 1, 2, ...,M, (6.7c)
∂θ
∂η
(1, ξ) = 0, ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (6.7d)
while for the thermal design problem, the boundary condition given by Eq. (6.5d)
becomes
θ(1, ξ) = f(ξ), ξ ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.7e)
The corresponding initial condition for both types of problem is
θ(η,−1) = 0, η ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.7f)
The nondimensionalized temperature is now expressed as θ(η, ξ) = T (1+η
2
, λ(1 + ξ))
and the boundary input data is given by fi = θi, i = 1, 2, ...,M . By inspection of the
mapping functions, Eq. (6.6a) and Eq. (6.6b), it is apparent that the new problem
domain is defined over a square space-time region. Finally, the unknown surface heat
flux can be calculated from the expression
Q(ξ) = − 2∂θ
∂η
(−1, ξ), ξ ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.7g)
Techniques that have been applied to this type of problem in the past include Beck’s
future information method [4], dynamic programming [40], and regularization meth-
ods [1, 10].
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6.3 Solution Technique: Global Time Method
6.3.1 Diagnostic Deduction





am(ξ)Tm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (6.8)
where the spatial basis functions {Tm(η)}∞m=0 are Chebyshev polynomials of the first
kind [106] and the unknown time-varying expansion coefficients are denoted by the
infinite set {am(ξ)}∞m=0. In practice, this infinite series representation must be trun-
cated after a finite number of terms, say N +1, and thus Eq. (6.8) must be reformed
in the approximate sense as
θ(η, ξ) ≈ θN (η, ξ) =
N∑
m=0
aNm(ξ)Tm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (6.9)
where am(ξ) ≈ aNm(ξ), m = 0, 1, ..., N for sufficiently large N . At this point, it is
possible to remove a potential source of error from the numerical solution by incor-
porating the known boundary and initial conditions. From the boundary condition












(1) = 0, ξ ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.10)
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Releasing the m = 0 (where dT0
dη
(1) = 0) and m = 1 (where dT1
dη
(1) = 1) terms from
the expansion in Eq. (6.10) leads to the relation






(1), ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (6.11)
which upon substitution into Eq. (6.9) yields











, (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.12)
For convenience, the time-varying expansion coefficients and basis functions can be
redefined as









1, if m = 1;
Tm(η)− η dTmdη (1) if m = 2, 3, ..., N ,
(6.13c)
therefore θN (η, ξ) is now presented in the form
θN (η, ξ) =
N∑
m=1
bNm(ξ)ωm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.14)
Similarly, the initial condition can be incorporated into the approximate expan-
sion. Recalling Eq. (6.7f),
θ(η,−1) = θN (η,−1) = 0 =
N∑
m=1
bNm(−1)ωm(η), η ∈ [−1, 1], (6.15a)
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which, due to the linear independence of the spatial trial functions, requires that
bNm(−1) = 0, m = 1, 2, . . . , N. (6.15b)
Expressing the time-varying expansion coefficients {bNm(ξ)}Nm=1 as a finite sum of




bmn Tn(ξ), ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (6.16a)
and using the requirement in Eq. (6.15b), it can be written






bmn (−1)n, m = 1, 2, . . . , N. (6.16b)









, ξ ∈ [−1, 1], m = 1, 2, . . . , N. (6.17)
Finally, substitution of Eq. (6.17) into Eq. (6.14) yields











ωm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1],
n = 1, 2, . . . , Pm; m = 1, 2, . . . , N. (6.18b)
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Because discrete data are being used at the boundary, the condition in Eq. (6.7c)
cannot be incorporated into the expansion but must be included in a later step. It
is therefore necessary at this point to determine the unknown expansion coefficients.
For this purpose, a Weighted Residuals Method is employed. Substituting the series
expansion in Eq. (6.18a) into the heat equation shown in Eq. (6.7a) leads to the
residual statement






(η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (6.19)
where RN (θN (η, ξ)) is the residual function which arises from the approximate nature
of the series expansion and the heat equation operator, L is given in Eq. (6.7b).
Because discrete data are provided at discrete times, it is proposed that orthogonal
collocation be used in space while a discrete least-squares approach be used in time.
By necessity, two separate inner product statements must be introduced for probe






, j = 1, 2, . . . , N. (6.20)
By choosing a closed rule, it is ensured that the endpoints are included in the colloca-
tion scheme and thus the probe location at the insulated boundary will coincide with
a collocation point, i.e., when j = 1 or η1 = 1. In this instance, the orthogonality








= 0, j = 1, (6.21)
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where the residual function Rˆ1N (ξ) is determined using the known, discrete data stream
at the probe location. For all other collocation points, i.e., those that do not corre-
spond to a probe location, the orthogonality statement for collocation and the discrete








= 0, j = 2, 3, . . . , N, (6.22a)
where
RjN(ξ) = 〈RN(θN (η, ξ)), δ(η − ηj)〉1 , j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (6.22b)
and δ represents the Dirac delta function. For the case of Eqs. (6.22a,b), the residual
function RjN (ξ) is described by Eq. (6.19). Substitution of Eq. (6.19) into Eq. (6.22b)






bmn L[Ωm,n(ηj, ξ)], j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (6.23)
where time ξ is still represented as a continuous function at each spatial collocation
point ηj. It should be noted that while Eq. (6.23) is valid at the probe location (j = 1)
it is disregarded here in favor of the known data stream. The case would be similar
for any other collocation point corresponding with a probe location should multiple
probes be available.
It is next incumbent to apply the discrete least-squares method to the inner prod-
uct statement for the probe location and nonprobe locations, respectively. For the
inner product statement at the probe location, the discrete least-squares method can
be utilized in the form
S1 ({bmn })  S1 = ‖Rˆ1N‖22 =
M∑
i=1
(θN(ηj , ξi)− θi)2 . (6.24)
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bmn Ωm,n(η1, ξi)− θi
)2
. (6.25)












bmn Ωm,n(η1, ξi)− θi
)
Ω1,k(η1, ξi) = 0,















θiΩ1,k(η1, ξi), k = 1, 2, . . . , P1. (6.26b)
For the inner product expression at nonprobe locations, it can be written








bmn L [Ωm,n(ηj , ξi)]
)2
,
j = 2, 3, . . . , N. (6.27)
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bmn L [Ωm,n(ηj, ξi)]
)
L [Ωj,k(ηj , ξi)] = 0,










L [Ωm,n(ηj, ξi)]L [Ωj,k(ηj, ξi)]
)
= 0,
k = 1, 2, . . . , Pj; j = 2, 3, . . . , N. (6.28b)
Equations (6.26b) and (6.28b) form a linear system of equations which can be solved
for the set of expansion coefficients bnm. Recovery of these coefficients allows for the
reconstruction of the approximate solution θN (η, ξ) using Eq. (6.18a).
6.3.2 Thermal Design
Application of the Global Time Method to the thermal design problem begins with




am(ξ)Tm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (6.29)
where again the spatial basis functions {Tm(η)}∞m=0 are chosen as Chebyshev polyno-
mials of the first kind [106] and the unknown time-varying expansion coefficients are
denoted by the infinite set {am(ξ)}∞m=0. Truncation of the infinite series after a finite
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number of terms, say N + 2, the approximate solution can be written in the form
θ(η, ξ) ≈ ΘN+1(η, ξ) =
N+1∑
m=0
aN+1m (ξ)Tm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (6.30)
where am(ξ) ≈ aN+1m (ξ), m = 0, 1, . . . , N,N + 1 for sufficiently large N . As with
the diagnostic deduction problem, the auxiliary conditions given by Eqs. (6.7d,f)
can be incorporated into the approximate series expansion to retain exactness at the
boundary. Additionally, the condition given by Eq. (6.7e) can be included since the
temperature at the insulated wall is defined by a function as opposed to a discrete
data stream. Hence, from Eq. (6.7e) it is known
Θ(1, ξ) = ΘN+1(1, ξ) = f(ξ) =
N+1∑
m=0
aN+1m (ξ)Tm(1), ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (6.31)
and since Tm(1) = 1 for m = 0, 1, . . . ,∞, Eq. (6.31) becomes
N+1∑
m=0
aN+1m (ξ) = f(ξ), ξ ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.32)
Releasing the m = 0 term leads to the expression
aN+10 (ξ) = f(ξ)−
N+1∑
m=1
aN+1m (ξ), ξ ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.33)
















(1) = 0, and
dT1
dη
(1) = 1, (6.34b)
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releasing the m = 0 and m = 1 terms leads to the expression






(1), ξ ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.34c)
Introducing the relations in Eqs. (6.33) and (6.34c) into the approximate series ex-
pansion described in Eq. (6.30) yields
















aN+1m , (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (6.35)
or in the more compact form
θN (η, ξ) = f(ξ) +
N∑
m=1
cNm(ξ)Ψm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (6.36a)





Ψm(η) = Tm+1(η) + (1− η)dTm+1
dη
(1)− 1, m = 1, 2, . . . , N. (6.36b)
As with the spatial approximation, it is possible to express the time-varying ex-




bmn Tn(ξ), m = 1, 2, . . . , N, (6.37)
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where Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are chosen for the basis set. Substitu-
tion of Eq. (6.37) into Eq. (6.36a) produces





bmn Tn(ξ)Ψm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.38)
At this point, the initial condition found in Eq. (6.7f) is incorporated into the approxi-
mate expansion for θN (η, ξ). Following the form of previous analytical manipulations,
this incorporation provides










(η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.39)
With this expansion, all known auxiliary conditions are exactly satisfied when conti-
nuity is maintained.
The set of unknown expansion coefficients bmn , n = 1, 2, ..., PN ; m = 1, 2, ..., N , is
now determined via the Weighted Residuals Method of orthogonal collocation. Sub-
stitution of the approximation θN (η, ξ) into the governing equation found in Eq. (6.7a)
produces the residual function RN (θN (η, ξ)) given by
RN (θN (η, ξ)) = L[θN (η, ξ)], (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (6.40)
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where the heat equation operator is given in Eq. (6.7b). The collocation method is
defined through the orthogonality statement
〈RN (θN (η, ξ)) , δ(η − ηj , ξ − ξk)〉1 = 0,
k = 1, 2, ..., PN ; j = 1, 2, ..., N, (6.41a)
where ξk, k = 1, 2, ..., PN and ηj , j = 1, 2, ..., N are prescribed temporal and spa-
tial collocation points, respectively and δ represents the Dirac delta function. The












, k = 1, 2, ..., PN . (6.41c)
Substitution of Eq. (6.40) into Eq. (6.41a) where Eq. (6.39) is explicitly used in place











= − L [f(ξk)] ,
k = 1, 2, ..., PN ; j = 1, 2, ..., N. (6.42)
Equation (6.42) describes a system of linear algebraic equations for the unknown
expansion coefficients {bmn }, n = 1, 2, ..., PN ; m = 1, 2, ..., N . Calculation of these
coefficients allows the reconstruction of the approximate solution θN (η, ξ) through
Eq. (6.39).
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6.4 Solution Technique: Function Decomposition
Method
6.4.1 Diagnostic Deduction
When resolving the described inverse heat conduction problem, it is generally desired
to know both the temperature, θ(−1, ξ), and heat flux, −2 ∂θ
∂η
(−1, ξ) = Q(ξ), at
the control surface. The Function Decomposition Method accomplishes this task
by recasting the original mathematical formulation into a series of direct problems.
For the purpose of this methodology, it is necessary to formulate an expansion for
the unknown boundary condition at the front wall (η = −1) which is constructed
from a basis set having unknown expansion coefficients {aj}Pj=0. The form chosen for
the front wall condition is termed the boundary variant, and there are a number of
possible choices which hold physical meaning. The two boundary variants, γ which
are discussed in the present context can be written in general terms as
Bγ [θ(−1, ξ)] = a+
P∑
j=0
ajΦj(ξ), γ = I, II, ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (6.43a)
where Bγ, γ = I, II is introduced as the boundary operator




and “a” is an additional unknown constant. It can readily be seen from Eq. (6.43b)
that the first kind boundary variant, BI , specifies temperature at the front wall while
the second kind, BII , specifies the temperature gradient proportional to heat flux.
The type of boundary variant chosen can be an important factor in the quality of
problem resolution, especially in the presence of noisy data.
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As with the boundary variants, several possible basis functions can be used in the
expansion for the unknown boundary condition. This investigation utilizes a set of
radially symmetric basis functions, that is, the Hardy multiquadric basis [105, 159,
160], which can be given by the expression
Φj(ξ) =
√
βj + (ξ − ξˆj)2, j = 0, 1, ..., P. (6.44a)
The points {ξˆj}Pj=0 in Eq. (6.44a) are called centers while the points {βj}Pj=0 are their
corresponding shape parameters. In general, the centers may be located in many
different patterns, however, good results are obtained from equidistant positioning
so this study adopts the definition ξˆj = −1 + 2j/P , j = 0, 1, ..., P . Likewise, for
simplification, the shape parameters are assumed to be a constant for all centers, i.e.,
βj = β, for j = 0, 1, ..., P . In order to assure uniform boundedness on the function
expansion [160], it is necessary to impose the constraint
P∑
j=0
aj = 0. (6.44b)
Using this additional constraint and requiring continuity to exist between the initial
condition and the boundary at ξ = −1, the unknown boundary expansion becomes
Bγ [θ(−1, ξ)] =
P∑
j=0




β + (ξ − ξˆj)2 −
√





β + (1 + ξ)2, ξ ∈ [−1, 1], j = 1, 2, ..., P.
(6.44d)
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The decomposition process is initiated by approximating the unknown tempera-
ture field, θ(η, ξ), as a linear combination of the baseline function, zˆ(η, ξ), and the
sensitivity functions, zn(η, ξ), that is,
θ(η, ξ) ≈ θP (η, ξ) = zˆ(η, ξ) +
P∑
n=1
anzn(η, ξ), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.45)
Equation (6.45) is valid regardless of the boundary variant used. Nevertheless, it
should be noted that each boundary variant produces different baseline and sensitivity
functions; therefore, the approximate solution will depend on the choice of γ.
The definition for θP (η, ξ) is now substituted into the heat equation described
by Eq. (6.7a) as well as the boundary and initial conditions shown in Eqs. (6.7c),
(6.7d), and (6.7f). Collecting terms containing common coefficients from the set
{1, a1, a2, ..., aP} produces a system of uncoupled partial differential equations gov-









(η, ξ), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], (6.46a)
subject to the boundary conditions
Bγ[zˆ(−1, ξ)] = 0, γ = I, II, (6.46b)
∂zˆ
∂η
(1, ξ) = 0, ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (6.46c)
and the initial condition
zˆ(η,−1) = 0, η ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.46d)
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It can easily be seen that the system described in Eq. (6.46) results in the trivial
solution zˆ(η, ξ) = 0, (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], γ = I, II; thus, the baseline function need not
be considered for this example.








(η, ξ), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], n = 1, 2, ..., P , (6.47a)
subject to the boundary conditions
Bγ [zn(−1, ξ)] = φn(ξ), γ = I, II, (6.47b)
∂zn
∂η
(1, ξ) = 0, ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (6.47c)
and the initial condition
zn(η,−1) = 0, η ∈ [−1, 1], n = 1, 2, ..., P. (6.47d)
Equation (6.47) produces a series of direct, well-posed problems and so represents an
improvement over the ill-posed governing statement defined in Eq. (6.7).
There are a number of exact and approximate techniques that can be used to solve
the sensitivity system described in Eq. (6.47). In this case, the Weighted Residuals
Method is employed to determine the approximate solutions for {zn(η, ξ)}Pn=1. The
linear system of parabolic, partial differential equations is resolved by orthogonal
collocation in both space and time. Initially, each sensitivity function is characterized
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am,n(ξ)Tm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], n = 1, 2, ..., P, (6.48)
where the general form of Eq. (6.48) is independent of the chosen boundary variant.
The global spatial basis functions, {Tm(η)}∞m=0, are defined as Chebyshev polynomials
of the first kind [110]. As previously mentioned, this particular basis set possesses
several advantageous computational attributes and has been used with considerable
success to solve problems in the disciplines of fluid mechanics [137], solid mechanics
[138], and radiative heat transfer [118, 161]. The infinite sets {am,n(ξ)} in Eq. (6.48)
denote the unknown time-varying expansion coefficients. For matters of practicality,
it is necessary to truncate the infinite series expansion to a finite number of terms,
say N + 2, which produces the approximate representation
zn(η, ξ) ≈ ZN+1n (η, ξ) =
N+1∑
m=0
aN+1m,n (ξ)Tm(η), (η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], n = 1, 2, ..., P.
(6.49)
where am,n ≈ aN+1m,n , m = 0, 1, ..., N + 1, n = 1, 2, ..., P , for sufficiently large N .
At this point, a potential source of error in the numerical solution can be eliminated
by incorporating the known boundary conditions given by Eqs. (6.47b) and (6.47c)
into the expansion. By performing this procedure and letting k = m − 1, Eq. (6.49)
becomes






(η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], n = 1, 2, ..., P , γ = I, II, (6.50)
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with zNn (η, ξ) = Z
N+1




m,n (ξ), k = 1, 2, ..., N , and where the
spatial trial function ωγk(η) and the function F
γ
n (η, ξ) both depend on the chosen
boundary variant γ. It can be shown that for the first kind boundary variant (γ = I),
these functions are given by
ωIk(η) = Tk+1(η) + (−1)k − (η + 1)T ′k+1(1), k = 1, 2, ..., N, (6.51a)
and
F In(η, ξ) = φn(ξ), n = 1, 2, ..., P, (6.51b)
where φn(ξ) is given in (6.44d). Likewise, the second kind boundary variant (γ = II)




1, if k = 1;
k(η) if k = 2, 3, ..., N,
(6.52a)
where
k(η) = Tk+1(η) − ηT ′k+1(1)
− T2(η) − ηT
′
2(1)
T ′2(−1) − T ′2(1)
(





F IIn (η, ξ) =
T2(η) − ηT ′2(1)
T ′2(−1) − T ′2(1)
φn(ξ), n = 1, 2, ..., P. (6.52c)
Following the development of the spatial approximation, the time-varying coeffi-




bkj,nTj(ξ), ξ ∈ (−1, 1), (6.53)
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where Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind have again been used as the basis set
for the expansion. Substitution of Eq. (6.53) into Eq. (6.50) and incorporation of the
known initial condition as given by Eq. (6.47d) leads to the expression








(η, ξ) ∈ [−1, 1], n = 1, 2, ..., P. (6.54a)
The new space-time trial function Ωγj,k(η, ξ) in Eq. (6.54a) is defined as







j = 1, 2, ..., PN ; k = 1, 2, ..., N, γ = I, II, (6.54b)
and remains common to each sensitivity function zNn (η, ξ). This attribute of the
sensitivity functions is quite convenient, as will be seen shortly. The expansion coeffi-
cients {bkj,n} can be accurately determined by application of the orthogonal collocation
method.
The first step in the collocation method is the formation of the residual functions
RnN(z
N
n (η, ξ)), n = 1, 2, ...P . These residuals are obtained by substituting the expan-
sion for the sensitivity functions as given by Eq. (6.54a) into the governing partial




n (η, ξ)) = L[z
N
n (η, ξ)], n = 1, 2, ..., P, γ = I, II, (6.55)
where the differential operator L is defined by Eq. (6.7b). As a consequence of the




n (η, ξ)) would vanish completely within the problem domain. However,
suitable expansion coefficients can be obtained which minimize the residual function
in some sense. The collocation method determines the expansion coefficients required








l = 1, 2, ..., PN ; m = 1, 2, ..., N, n = 1, 2, ..., P, (6.56a)













, m = 1, 2, ..., N. (6.56c)
Evaluation of the inner product in Eq. (6.56a) yields a system of linear equations for







j,k(ηm, ξl)] = − L[F γn (ηm, ξl)],
γ = I, II, l = 1, 2, ..., PN ; m = 1, 2, ..., N, n = 1, 2, ..., P. (6.57)
Equation (6.57) produces a N×PN linear system of equations for each n-set of expan-
sion coefficients. The advantage of a common space-time trial function is now evident,
since only one matrix inversion is required to resolve all n sets of expansion coeffi-
cients. As normally assumed, the sensitivity functions {zn(η, ξ)}Pn=1 are recovered in
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the limit; namely,




zNn (η, ξ), n = 1, 2, ..., P, γ = I, II, (6.58a)
where the approximate temperature is





n (η, ξ), γ = I, II, (6.58b)
since zˆ(η, ξ) = 0. Similarly, the theoretically exact temperature is recovered in the
limit through













n (η, ξ), γ = I, II.
(6.58c)
Up to this point in the formulation, the measured data described by the boundary
condition in Eq. (6.7c) has not been used. Hence, it can be observed that while
the development of the sensitivity functions is dependent upon the chosen boundary
variant and basis set, it is independent of the input data. This characteristic gives the
FDM flexibility to handle multiple sets or types of data with only a minimal amount
of additional computational effort.
Having obtained the n-set expansion coefficients, the only remaining task is the
approximation of the sensitivity coefficients {an}Pn=1 or, more precisely {an,N}Pn=1
where an,N ≈ an for sufficiently large PN , N . The input data provided in Eq. (6.7c)
is now employed by equating it with the evaluation of θPN (η, ξ) at η = 1 as described
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in Eq. (6.58c)










N (1, ξi)) = θ
P





n (1, ξi) − fi,
ξ ∈ [−1, 1], i = 1, 2, ...,M, (6.59b)
where RBN(θ
P
N (1, ξi)) is representative of a boundary residual function. As such,
Eq. (6.59b) is suggestive of a boundary residual statement that appears in the Weighted
Residuals Method, and so should be minimized by some manner. Because the input
data are discrete, the FDM requires the implementation of the discrete least-squares
method for determining the sensitivity coefficients. The total least-squares error for

















In accordance with the discrete least-squares method, the error S1
({an,N}Pn=1) in






= 0, k = 1, 2, ..., P. (6.61)
Applying Eq. (6.61) to the expression given in Eq. (6.60) generates a new system of

















k = 1, 2, ..., P.
(6.62)
Solving this system leads to an approximation for the sensitivity coefficients {aNn }Pn=1
for fixed PN , N . The sensitivity coefficients can then be used to reconstruct the
temperature function θPN(η, ξ).
6.4.2 Thermal Design
The development of the FDM for the thermal design problem is the same as that
for the diagnostic deduction problem with the exception that the prescribed back
boundary temperature function given by Eq. (6.7e) is incorporated into the approx-
imation instead of discrete data. Thus, evaluating θPN(η, ξ) at η = 1 as described in
Eq. (6.58b) and equating this to the data provided in Eq. (6.7e) yields
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N(1, ξ)) is representative of a boundary residual function. Equation
(6.63b) is reminiscent of a boundary residual statement that appears in the Weighted
Residuals Method. Again, the objective involves minimizing the boundary residual
by some manner. As such, the methods of collocation, Galerkin, and continuous least-
squares come to mind to accomplish this task. In the diagnostic deduction problem
where discrete data are offered at this juncture, the FDM would require using the
discrete least-squares method for determining the sensitivity coefficients. Following
an analogous argument, the availability of continuous data suggests implementing a
continuous least-squares approach for determining the sensitivity coefficients. This
method is costly from the CPU point of view. Alternatively, it can be observed that
the GTM only requires the use of collocation. Thus, it appears warranted to demon-
strate that the collocation method can also be used to find {an,N}Pn=1 where the set
of centers {ξˆn}Nn=1 is used to define the collocation points.
Option A: Continuous Least-Squares
In a general weighted-residuals framework, the continuous least-squares for a provided











= 0, k = 1, 2, ..., P, γ = I, II, (6.64a)
where RBN(θ
P
N (1, ξ)) is given in Eq. (6.63b). Substituting Eq. (6.63b) into Eq. (6.64a)












k = 1, 2, ..., P, γ = I, II. (6.64b)
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Solving this system leads to the sensitivity coefficients {an,N}Pn=1 for fixed PN , N, γ
as needed in reconstructing the temperature function θPN (η, ξ).
Option B: Collocation




N(1, ξ)), δ(ξ − ξˆl)
〉
1
= 0, l = 1, 2, ..., P, (6.65a)
where RBN(θ
P
N (1, ξ)) is given in Eq. (6.63b). Upon explicitly introducing the proper





n (1, ξˆl) = f(ξˆl), l = 1, 2, ..., P, (6.65b)
which upon solving determines the sensitivity coefficients {an,N}Pn=1.
After determining the sensitivity coefficients {an,N}Pn=1, reconstruction of the re-
solved solution θPN (η, ξ) is available from Eq. (6.58c) for fixed P .
6.5 Numerical Results
In order to illustrate the numerical application of both the GTM and FDM to typ-
ical problems of diagnostic deduction and thermal design, the benchmark test case
proposed by Beck et al. [4] is investigated. In this scenario, a flat plate is subjected
to a triangular heat flux at its front surface (x = 0, η = −1) and is insulated at the
back wall (x = 1, η = 1). Solved as a direct problem, the known flux history, q(t),
is substituted into Eq. (6.3) to obtain an analytic solution for temperature at both
the front and back surfaces. When recast as an inverse problem, the temperature
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solution for the back wall can be used to generate “input data” for the diagnostic de-
duction problem or a prescribed condition for the thermal design problem, while the
known flux history and analytic front surface temperature provide an exact solution
for comparative purposes.
Utilizing the aforementioned procedure, input data sets corresponding to three
exemplary test cases have been produced for the diagnostic deduction problem. The
data for case (i) are generated without the addition of potential input noise and are
considered errorless. This data set is shown in Fig. 6.2. The data generated for
case (ii) contain moderate noise and that for case (iii) contain severe noise. These
discrete data sets are shown in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. All data are given
in the mapped coordinate system, i.e., θ(1, ξi) = θi, and are composed of M = 201
equidistant samples in the domain ξ ∈ [−1, 1]. The random noise is introduced into
each set through the relation
θi = θexact(1, ξi) + σR(i) max
ξ∈[−1,1]
| θexact(1, ξ) |, (6.66)
where σ is a noise amplification parameter and R(i) is a random number between [-
1,1] as determined by a random number generator with a normal distribution. It can
be seen from Eq. (6.66) that the errorless data represented in Fig. 6.2 can be acquired
when σ = 0. In like fashion, the data with moderate noise in Fig. 6.3 and severe noise
in Fig. 6.4 have been computed using σ = 0.015 and σ = 0.025, respectively.
Similarly, the prescribed temperature boundary condition, f(ξ) at η = −1, for the
thermal design problem is given by the continuous function shown in Fig. 6.5.
Employing the data corresponding to the three test cases, surface temperature and
heat flux predictions were calculated using the GTM. These results are displayed in
Figs. 6.6–6.11 and have been generated using an optimized algorithm written in ANSI
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Standard Fortran. A Lahey Fortran95 Linux Pro compiler (version 6.2) was used to
produce the binary code which has been executed on a Dell Inspiron 9100 laptop
computer with an Intel 865PE chipset and 1024 MB of system memory. Because of
its conceptual simplicity, the computational cost is low with each simulation requiring
less than one second to complete.
Case (i) GTM predictions for surface temperature and heat flux are shown in
Figs. 6.6 and 6.7, respectively. With exception of the end effect in the neighborhood
of ξ = 1 (t = tmax), the GTM produces excellent results which closely match the exact
solution when no data noise is present. Convergence has been accomplished with an
eye toward minimizing the end effect; however, this effect is generally irrelevant from a
physical standpoint since the choice of t = tmax can be arbitrarily made. For example,
experimental data can be collected beyond the time frame of interest such that any
end effect would occur outside the range of the desired solution. Likewise, if the
process being investigated is known to reach a steady-state condition, it is possible
to impose the added constraint
∂T
∂t
(x, tmax) = 0, x ∈ [0, 1], (6.67a)
or in the mapped coordinate formulation
∂θ
∂ξ
(η, 1) = 0, η ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.67b)
This additional constraint can be incorporated into the series expansion to promote
stability and ’tie down’ the solution at the endpoint.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 illustrate converged GTM predictions of surface temperature
and heat flux for case (ii) where the input data contains moderate noise. While the
GTM is still able to match the exact solution with general success, the influence
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of noisy input data is evident, particularly at the endpoints. This influence is even
more pronounced for case (iii) as illustrated in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11. In this case, the
severe noise in the input data begins to dominate the solution and makes convergence
difficult but not impossible to achieve. One noteworthy observation is that as data
noise level increases, the number of temporal collocation points, Pm required for a
converged result decreases. This trend makes sense when one considers that the
number of expansion terms in the GTM approximation correspond to the frequency
content retained in the predicted solution. Because diffusion is by nature a low
frequency phenomenon, high frequency noise that appears in the data will tend to
promote instability. Thus there will be a point when the addition of higher frequencies
becomes counterproductive.
The predicted solutions generated by utilizing the FDM for the three test cases
are presented in Figs. 6.12–6.23. In all cases, first and second kind boundary variants
have been employed in the decomposition process. The results have been generated
using an optimized algorithm written in ANSI Standard Fortran. As before, a Lahey
Fortran95 Linux Pro compiler (version 6.2) was used to produce the binary code which
has been executed on a Dell Inspiron 9100 laptop computer with an Intel 865PE
chipset and 1024 MB of system memory. Each related numerical experiment was
completed in less than one second. Like the GTM, the impressive speed demonstrated
by the FDM provides a tangible display of its computational advantages.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the predicted surface temperature at η = −1 based on
use of the first kind and second kind boundary variants, respectively, for case (i). Both
types of boundary variant yield exceptional results for discrete errorless input. In fact,
the endpoint anomaly (near tmax) which commonly occurs in most techniques has been
substantially reduced and, in the case of the second kind boundary variant, virtually
eliminated. This accuracy is echoed in the estimation of surface heat flux depicted in
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Figs. 6.14 and 6.15. It is clear that the chosen orthogonal polynomial basis sets are
able to recover the triangular flux solution, even in the presence of three discontinuous
derivatives. The endpoint anomaly for the first kind boundary variant (Fig. 6.14) has
been slightly amplified by differentiation of the expansion but is still undetectable in
the second kind boundary variant solution (Fig. 6.15). Other than the endpoint effect,
there is very little difference between solutions based on the two choices of boundary
variant. It should be noted, however, that the higher boundary variant has been
found to produce faster convergence in more complex, real problems. The boundary
variant also affects the quality of the function estimations when noise is introduced
into the input data, as will be seen presently. The results in Figs. 6.12–6.15 agree
favorably with those obtained using more complicated regularization techniques [4].
Figures 6.16–6.19 illustrate the predicted surface temperature and heat flux, re-
spectively, for case (ii) where a moderate amount of noise in the input data has been
introduced. The effect of boundary variant choice, while not overwhelmingly obvious,
is nevertheless present. Its manifestation is mainly in the necessity for the first kind
boundary variant to utilize additional spatial collocation points to achieve similar
output as that obtained from the second kind boundary variant. A comparison with
the results for case (i) shows that, as expected, the scattering of data has a nominal
impact on the function approximation. For the noise levels displayed in Fig. 6.3, this
impact is felt mostly along the flat regions of the solution which is accentuated by a
more prominent endpoint anomaly. In the region of interest, however, the quality of
the temperature and heat flux estimations has remained high. This excellent level of
accuracy is an indication of the ability of the FDM to stabilize an inherently ill-posed
problem. Again, the solutions represented in Figs. 6.16–6.19 coincide robustly with
analogous numerical experiments using other methodologies.
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Finally, the predicted surface temperature and heat flux for case (iii) are presented
in Figs. 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22, 6.23, respectively. Even though the input data are quite
scattered (Fig. 6.4), the FDM is able to achieve an accurate resolution for both
temperature and heat flux with only a moderate amount of fluctuation around the
endpoints. The estimated functions produced using the second kind boundary variant
(Figs. 6.21 and 6.23) are particularly impressive. These results also demonstrate a
more substantial difference in solution quality with regards to the choice of boundary
variant. In particular, a closer investigation of the predicted surface heat flux shows
that the first kind boundary variant prediction is having difficulty maintaining the
triangular form while that of the second kind boundary variant remains consistent.
These observations underscore the importance and utility of the capability of the
FDM to tailor a boundary trial function to conform with physical expectations.
With respect to the thermal design problem, representative results for the pre-
dicted surface temperature and heat flux at η = −1 as obtained using the Global
Time and Function Decomposition Methods are illustrated in Figs. 6.24–6.29. Based
on superior results for the second kind boundary variant, as seen above, FDM solu-
tions are presented with this form only. It can be seen that both methods perform
exceptionally well for the benchmark problem. The GTM is conceptually simpler
than the FDM and can be applied to complex problems. Additionally, by exactly
matching the “data” at η = 1, the GTM is capable of nearly replicating the projected
values at η = −1 for the surface temperature and heat flux. Exceptions occur in the
neighborhood of the temporal endpoint and locations where discontinuous derivatives
exist. The FDM solutions indicate that good projections can also be accomplished
by not exactly matching the “data” at η = 1 for ξ ∈ [−1, 1] but rather by minimizing
the boundary residual function displayed in Eq. (6.63b) in some sense. This concept
is important in the actual implementation process. It should also be noted that the
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minimization processes used for this example (continuous least squares and orthog-
onal collocation) produced equally good results. As with the diagnostic deduction
problem, the FDM permits the user to cast the boundary trial functions based on the





Two innovative and robust numerical approaches, the Global Time Method (GTM)
and the Function Decomposition Method (FDM), have been developed and demon-
strated for the resolution of direct and inverse problems of radiative and conductive
heat transfer. These techniques are capable of rendering time and space in a global
fashion thus resolving the temporal and spatial domains simultaneously. This pro-
cess effectively treats time elliptically or as a fourth spatial dimension. A Weighted
Residuals Method (WRM) is utilized in the mathematical formulation wherein the
unknown function is approximated in terms of a finite series expansion. Regular-
ization of the solution is achieved by retention of expansion terms as opposed to
smoothing in the classical Tikhonov sense.
In order to demonstrate the merit and flexibility of these approaches, they have
been applied to representative problems of direct and inverse heat transfer. First, the
GTM has been applied to the case of transient, one-dimensional cooling in an absorb-
ing medium bounded by black surfaces. The method is able to prove its effectiveness
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in handling the type of partial integro-differential equations found in radiative trans-
port problems, even under conditions of stiffness. Second, the FDM was employed
to resolve a complex parameter estimation problem found in Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC). In this case, the calculation of seven unknown variables and the
resolution of eleven unknown parameters were required. The FDM was able to ac-
complish this task in the presence of noisy data with the adaptation of a two-part
calibration scheme. Lastly, the GTM and FDM were both employed to resolve a one-
dimensional inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP). Two cases were considered.
The first was a diagnostic deduction problem for which discrete data are known at
the over-specified boundary. The second was a thermal design problem for which
a prescribed function was given as a condition at the over-specified boundary. Both
methods provided good results with the FDM performing particularly well in the pres-
ence of noisy data. In all instances, the proposed techniques were computationally
efficient.
7.2 Future Work
While the GTM and FDM have proven to be powerful methods for the resolution of
direct and inverse problems alike, recent developments indicate avenues of advance-
ment upon which future work should be based. One area which merits further study
is the correction and/or filtering of input data, particularly as it relates to the heating
rate dT/dt. The use of a classical least-squares framework to perform an a posteriori
analysis of data streams to approximate local measurement errors and predict uncer-
tainty is detailed by Frankel et al. [162]. These error estimates can be used to correct
the data (in some sense) and produce accurate solutions both in the primitive func-
tion and its derivative. They can also be utilized to determine a stopping criterion
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with respect to the number of temporal expansion terms retained in the functional
approximation as illustrated in [162, 163].
A great deal of promise can also be found in filtering the data stream employing
a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) mechanism to determine an appropriate cut-
off frequency and eliminate some noise from the data, as outlined by Frankel [164].
Removal of higher-frequency noise is accomplished via a low-pass, Gaussian digital
filter based on the previously established cut-off frequency. This process not only
produces better functional resolution but also usable time derivative information.
These aforementioned data correction algorithms can be used within the context of
the GTM and FDM to improve solution stability and accuracy or incorporated into
other methods such as Analytic Continuation (i.e., Taylor series) [163, 164].
The potential for the application of additional constraints on the problem has
already been mentioned in Chapter 6 but bears repeating. For instance, many exper-
iments and practical thermal processes involve the transition from one steady-state
condition to another. Examples include the experimental determination of properties
like thermal diffusivity and quenching in which a heated material is plunged into a
cooling bath until its temperature reaches ambient conditions. The second instance
of steady state, i.e., ∂T/∂t = 0 at tmax can readily be absorbed into the approximate
series expansion representation utilized by global time techniques. The exploitation
of this added constraint can help to stabilize the solution at the endpoint, particu-
larly when there is excessive noise present in the data, by providing exactness at tmax.
One can presume that when combined with the data filtering/correction algorithms
described above, the added level of exactness will produce exceptional results.
Along with additional constraints, the adaptation of the proposed methodologies
to include data streams from multiple probe locations is an extension which could be
quite beneficial. In this case, the challenge is not the mere inclusion of more probe
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locations into the solution schemes but instead the development of a means of analysis
to determine the best and most economical probe placement. Such an analysis in itself
would be an inverse problem. Again, the aforementioned data filtering/correction
algorithms could play an important role.
Another research topic of great interest is the utilization of flux and rate based
data streams. The employment of both temperature and heat flux data as well as their
rate based quantities is inherent to the concept of Analytic Continuation [163,164] as
applied to the inverse heat conduction problem. However, these quantities, especially
the instantaneous heating/cooling rate ∂T/∂t, can also provide a stabilizing influence
as input data for other methods of resolving thermal inverse problems. Frankel and
Keyhani [165] present one of the first published accounts of this observation. It has
been noted in Chapter 1 that the time-order of the differential equation gives valuable
insight into the best form for data collection. At this point, a brief example involving
an inverse heat conduction problem in the half-space will help to demonstrate that
changing the data space can have a profound effect on the ill-posed nature of the
problem.
Consider the example found in [163] which describes a linear, constant property









(x, t), x ≥ 0, t ≥ 0, (7.1a)
where T (x, t) is the temperature profile, x is the spatial coordinate, t is the temporal
coordinate, and α = k/(ρC) is the thermal diffusivity. Here, k is the thermal con-
ductivity, ρ is the density and C is the heat capacity. Equation (7.1a) is subject to
the initial condition
T (x, 0) = To, x ≥ 0. (7.1b)
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It can be assumed without loss of generality that To = 0. Also, no explicit boundary
condition at x = 0 is currently specified. Furthermore, the conventional relationship
between temperature and heat flux can be given by Fourier’s law
q′′(x, t) = − k∂T
∂x
(x, t), (7.1c)
which follows classical assumptions regarding parabolic heat conduction [7]. An equiv-
alent integral equation for this system can be constructed based on a boundary el-
ement approach [166]. Development of this form (see [163] for more detail) and
evaluation of the resulting integral equation at x = 0 yields




t− t0 dt0, t ≥ 0, (7.2)
where it is known from Eq. (7.1c) that q′′(0, t) = −k(∂T/∂x)(0, t). Furthermore, the
parameter λ is defined as λ = 1/
√
kρCπ.
Equation (7.2) represents an Abel integral equation [167, 168] for q′′(0, t). It can
be readily inverted by a conventional approach (see [167] for details) provided some










t− t0 , t ≥ 0. (7.3)
It is evident from Eq. (7.3) that if temperature data T (0, t) are collected, it will be
necessary to differentiate them with respect to time in some fashion. If these data are
discrete and noisy, numerical differentiation can prove to be problematic. It should
be noted that integration by parts of Eq. (7.3) neither removes nor deters the true
nature of the problem [163].
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Contemplation of this issue leads to the conclusion that a change in the data space
could improve solution stability. In other words, if one could measure ∂T/∂t(0, t)
with reasonable accuracy either actively or passively, the difficulties associated with
differentiating discrete and noisy data would disappear and solution stability would be
considerably improved. Frankel and his colleagues [163, 165,169–172] have advanced
this line of thinking. Recently, Frankel et al. [172] proposed a novel approach for a
sensor that indirectly measures dT/dt by relating voltage rate to heating rate. The
potential also exists for the design of sensors utilizing materials which are sensitive
to heating rates and subsequently possess a property with a known dependency. For
example, pyroelectric materials respond to small changes in temperature [173] and
could be adapted for use in heating rate sensors. Under any circumstance, both the
GTM and FDM can easily be modified to exploit alternative types of input data.
Finally, adaptation of the proposed global methods to real-time or near real-time
analysis is a subject which should be considered. Issues such as health management in
hostile thermal environments require indepth sensors which must be able to provide
timely feedback and control. A computationally efficient technique like the GTM can
provide an excellent platform for resolving inverse problems of this type, particularly
when combined with near real-time data filtering algorithms.
7.3 Conclusions
As more applications evolve that require operation in high temperature, high heat
flux, or otherwise harsh thermal environments, the need for accurate and reliable
thermal inverse analytical techniques will continue to grow. The methods proposed
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in this dissertation show great promise in meeting these challenges. Moreover, adap-
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Figure 1.2: Schematic describing (a) parameter identification–estimation, (b) function




























































Figure 4.3: Spatial distributions for θN(η, ξ) corresponding to various times when



























Figure 4.4: Spatial distributions for θN(η, ξ) corresponding to various times when




























Figure 4.5: Spatial distributions for θN(η, ξ) corresponding to various times when




























Figure 4.6: Spatial distributions for θN(η, ξ) corresponding to various times when



























Figure 4.7: Spatial distributions for θN(η, ξ) corresponding to various times when




























Figure 4.8: Spatial distributions for θN(η, ξ) corresponding to various times when



















Figure 4.9: Temporal distributions for θN (η, ξ) corresponding to various locations



















Figure 4.10: Temporal distributions for θN (η, ξ) corresponding to various locations





















Figure 4.11: Temporal distributions for θN (η, ξ) corresponding to various locations





















Figure 4.12: Temporal distributions for θN (η, ξ) corresponding to various locations
















Figure 4.13: Temporal distributions for θN (η, ξ) corresponding to various locations





















Figure 4.14: Temporal distributions for θN (η, ξ) corresponding to various locations
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Figure 5.3: Sensitivity functions for reference plate temperature reconstruction that
are associated with conductive parameters. There is no error in the input data and




















Figure 5.4: Sensitivity functions for reference plate temperature reconstruction that
are associated with radiative parameters. There is no error in the input data and α

































Figure 5.5: Error (% difference) between the reconstructed and exact temperature
profiles for the container holder plotted against furnace temperature using input data































Figure 5.6: Error (% difference) between the reconstructed and exact temperature
profiles for the sample pan plotted against furnace temperature using input data with









































Figure 6.3: Imposed over-specified surface temperature θi at η = 1; discrete noisy
















Figure 6.4: Imposed over-specified surface temperature θi at η = 1; discrete noisy













Figure 6.5: Imposed surface temperature θ(−1, ξ) = f(ξ), ξ ∈ [−1, 1], λ = 1.25 for














Figure 6.6: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 using GTM with errorless data,












Figure 6.7: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 using GTM with errorless data,














Figure 6.8: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 using GTM with moderate noise












Figure 6.9: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 using GTM with moderate noise














Figure 6.10: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 using GTM with severe noise
















Figure 6.11: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 using GTM with severe noise in


















Figure 6.12: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 using FDM with errorless data



















Figure 6.13: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 using FDM with errorless data

















Figure 6.14: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 using FDM with errorless data

















Figure 6.15: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 using FDM with errorless data



















Figure 6.16: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 using FDM with moderate
noise in the input data (σ = 0.015) and N = 8, PN = 16, and P = 10 for boundary


















Figure 6.17: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 using FDM with moderate
noise in the input data (σ = 0.015) and N = 6, PN = 16, and P = 10 for boundary
















Figure 6.18: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 using FDM with moderate noise
in the input data (σ = 0.015) and N = 8, PN = 16, and P = 10 for boundary variant
















Figure 6.19: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 using FDM with moderate noise
in the input data (σ = 0.015) and N = 6, PN = 16, and P = 10 for boundary variant


















Figure 6.20: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 using FDM with severe noise
in the input data (σ = 0.025) and N = 8, PN = 16, and P = 10 for boundary variant


















Figure 6.21: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 using FDM with severe noise
in the input data (σ = 0.025) and N = 8, PN = 16, and P = 10 for boundary variant




















Figure 6.22: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 using FDM with severe noise in
the input data (σ = 0.025) and N = 8, PN = 16, and P = 10 for boundary variant
















Figure 6.23: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 using FDM with severe noise in
the input data (σ = 0.025) and N = 8, PN = 16, and P = 10 for boundary variant


















Figure 6.24: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 for GTM with N = 9, PN = 30






















Figure 6.25: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 for GTM with N = 9, PN = 30


















Figure 6.26: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 for FDM using the least-
squares method for determining sensitivity coefficients with N = 8, PN = 20, P = 16






















Figure 6.27: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 for FDM using the least-squares
method for determining sensitivity coefficients with N = 8, PN = 20, P = 16 and


















Figure 6.28: Predicted surface temperature at η = −1 for the FDM using the collo-
cation method for determining sensitivity coefficients with N = 8, PN = 22, P = 20






















Figure 6.29: Predicted surface heat flux at η = −1 for the FDM using the collocation
method for determining sensitivity coefficients with N = 8, PN = 22, P = 20 and





Table 4.1: Comparison of steady-state temperature distributions fˆ 4N (η) for the case
of L = 0.1 with N = 20.





Prasad-Hering [115] Heaslet-Warming [141] Eq. (4.39b)
-1.000 0.571 0.571 0.5710
-0.800 0.554 0.556 0.5538
-0.600 0.539 0.541 0.5396
-0.400 0.526 0.525 0.5261
-0.200 0.512 0.513 0.5131
0.000 0.499 0.500 0.5000
0.200 0.486 0.487 0.4869
0.400 0.473 0.475 0.4738
0.600 0.460 0.459 0.4604
0.800 0.446 0.444 0.4461
1.000 0.428 0.429 0.4290
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Table 4.2: Comparison of steady-state temperature distributions fˆ 4N (η) for the case
of L = 1 with N = 20.





Prasad-Hering [115] Heaslet-Warming [141] Eq. (4.39b)
-1.000 0.760 0.756 0.7581
-0.800 0.692 0.698 0.6908
-0.600 0.642 0.646 0.6402
-0.400 0.594 0.590 0.5934
-0.200 0.545 0.551 0.5486
0.000 0.499 0.500 0.5000
0.200 0.452 0.449 0.4517
0.400 0.405 0.410 0.4064
0.600 0.355 0.354 0.3587
0.800 0.305 0.302 0.3073
1.000 0.240 0.244 0.2418
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Table 4.3: Comparison of steady-state temperature distributions fˆ 4N (η) for the case
of L = 10 with N = 20.





Prasad-Hering [115] Heaslet-Warming [141] Eq. (4.39b)
-1.000 0.949 0.956 0.9494
-0.800 0.851 0.854 0.8549
-0.600 0.763 0.765 0.7513
-0.400 0.675 0.678 0.6689
-0.200 0.587 0.590 0.5829
0.000 0.499 0.500 0.4967
0.200 0.412 0.410 0.4106
0.400 0.324 0.322 0.3241
0.600 0.236 0.235 0.2375
0.800 0.148 0.146 0.1480
1.000 0.050 0.044 0.0504
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Table 5.1: Results of the parameter estimation algorithm for the case of errorless data
with α corresponding to furnace temperature heating rates of 10 K/min, 20 K/min
and 30 K/min.
Estimated Parameter Values
(with iterations for convergence)
Parameter Exact Initial
Value Guess
α 10 K/min α 20 K/min α 30 K/min
(13 iterations) (16 iterations) (19 iterations)
τc1 3.330 2.000 3.330 3.330 3.330
τc2 4.166 2.000 4.166 4.166 4.166
τc3 3.330 10.00 3.330 3.330 3.330
τc4 3.330 10.00 3.330 3.330 3.330
τr1 80.000 120.00 80.000 80.000 80.000
τr2 800.00 1200.0 800.00 800.00 800.00
τr3 720.00 1200.0 720.00 720.00 720.00
τr4 256.00 170.00 256.00 256.00 256.00
τr5 800.00 400.00 800.00 800.00 800.00
τr6 3200.0 4000.0 3200.0 3200.0 3200.0
K0 0.00130 0.00250 0.00130 0.00130 0.00130
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Table 5.2: Results of the parameter estimation algorithm (no calibration sequence)
for the case of data with increasing levels of noise and α corresponding to a furnace
temperature heating rate of 20 K/min. N/C represents no achievable convergence.
Parameter Exact Parameter Estimated Parameter Values
Value
 = 0.001  = 0.002  = 0.005
(± 0.03 K) (± 0.06 K) (± 0.15 K)
τc1 3.330 2.562 1.943 N/C
τc2 4.166 3.174 2.419 N/C
τc3 3.330 3.597 4.325 N/C
τc4 3.330 3.664 4.491 N/C
τr1 80.000 89.380 101.61 N/C
τr2 800.00 779.48 750.44 N/C
τr3 720.00 758.80 826.50 N/C
τr4 256.00 286.29 368.44 N/C
τr5 800.00 765.20 712.25 N/C
τr6 3200.0 3369.4 3754.2 N/C
K0 0.001300 0.001296 0.001254 N/C
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Table 5.3: Results of the parameter estimation algorithm (two-step calibration se-
quence) for the case of data with increasing levels of noise and α corresponding to a
furnace temperature heating rate of 20 K/min.
Parameter Exact Parameter Estimated Parameter Values
Value
 = 0.001  = 0.002  = 0.005
(± 0.03 K) (± 0.06 K) (± 0.15 K)
τac1 3.330 3.163 2.917 2.352
τac2 4.166 3.983 3.723 3.149
τc3 3.330 3.459 3.606 3.730
τc4 3.330 3.469 3.655 3.997
τr1 80.000 75.708 69.325 53.136
τar2 800.00 800.94 802.33 805.28
τr3 720.00 715.37 708.73 694.19
τr4 256.00 256.50 260.42 284.30
τar5 800.00 791.51 775.42 727.02
τar6 3200.0 3208.9 3237.8 3372.6
K0 0.001300 0.001282 0.001251 0.001173
a Recovered from no pan model.
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